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ON THE INSIDE:

Covering the campus like a
swarm of gnats

Joday's Weather
Rainy with a
high of 52° F
and a low of
48° F.

Only in America
•A 94-pound Rottweiler eats 505
coins and dies.
• A judge rules that female
streaking is legal in Maine.
• Super Bowl celebrations at
UMASS spin out of control.
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Opinions _
1

Adam Brady runs down the
War on Stupidity.'
• Amanda Permenter thinks
there's nothing taboo about her
tattoo.
Page 4

Sports
• Men's Basketball runs over
Furman 86-78 Saturday night in
the Hanner Fieldhouse.
•GSU Softball falls to FSU.

<p

1 www.stp.gasou.edu

Testing for graduate school
admission is up in down economy

people taking the tests were 455,000
for the GRE, 221,160 for the GMAT,
and 109,030 for the LSAT.
The trend has followed the
economy, said John Fernandes, president of the St. Louis-based Association to Advance Collegiate Schools
of Business, an accreditation group.
"We can trace it back to early 2001.
In 2000, we saw a decline; the
economy was still doing well. . . .
Then poof!"
Some prospective students say
the sagging economy was the final

A yannalenard @ hotmail.com

push they needed to apply to graduate school.
When Christine DePetris, 41, was
laid off last year by a real estate
development firm in Maple Shade,
Pa., she doubted she could find an
equally lucrative job, she said.
So with her 18-year-old daughter
applying to college, DePetris decided
to apply to law school.
"My friends think I'm insane,"
DePetris said, "but it gives me three
See Graduate, Page 12

See Africana, Page 5

KRT Campus
GRADUATE BOOM: During the economic boom of the 1990s, applications for graduate school showed only
a slight increase from decades past.Since the economic downturn this year, however, GRE testings and graduate
applications have increased substantially.
tions to medical school are not expected to rise, according to Association of American Medical Colleges.
In the fall, the number of GRE
tests administered in the United States
was 10 percent higher than the fall of
2000. The LSAT was up 22 percent
and the GMAT nearly 19 percent.
According to test administrators, the
numbers typically fluctuate by about
5 percent in either direction for the
GRE and about 10 percent for the
GMAT and LSAT.
For 2000-01, the total numbers of

By Ayanna Lenard
GSU continues to make strides
in higher education through diverse
programs such as the Center for
Africana Studies.
While offering an interdisciplinary approach to the study of African heritage, the program helps
students to explore varied African
civilizations.
Dr. Saba Jallow, the Director of
the Center for Africana Studies,
said, "the program has been here
for 10 years now. Students showed
an interest in knowing more about
African history as well as various
African cultures. We now have a
program where all students can
learn more about the history of
Africa and its descendants."
Promoting diversity and
transcultural understanding is one
of the missions not only of the
Center but Georgia Southern as
well. The Center sponsors various
cultural events that come to campus in addition to field trips and
special guest speakers.
Many students go through the
Africana Studies Programs.
Maurice Thomas, A Senior-Theater Major, is minoring in Africana
Studies. He said, "I have been with
the program for four years now,
and I've learned so much. The
classes that I've taken in the program have opened my eyes to a
new horizon. I have learned the
struggles and the triumph of my
people.
Since the Center for Africana
Studies began, thee has been a
steady increase in the number of
students enrolled into the program.
Although Africana Studies is only

KRT Campus
The economic slump may have at
least one beneficiary - graduate
schools.
During the economic boom of the
1990s, the number of graduate-school
applications showed only slow
growth. Now they are pouring in,
and schools are getting more selective.
"If s predictably countercyclical,"
said Tom Rochon, executive director of the Graduate Record Exam at
the Educational Testing Service in
Princeton. The GRE is the general
test used for admission to many
graduate schools.
Educators say the rising interest
is in part a result of a weakening
confidence in the economy. With a
gloomierjob horizon, they say, workers are looking to augment their resumes.
Students are motivated by other
factors as well, Rochon said. Educators say some of the increase in applications may be attributed to professions popularized by television
shows and a rising interest in Mideast studies.
Professional schools offering programs in law, education and business
are seeing the biggest surge in applications. Traditional humanities, science and social-science departments
are also anticipating a flurry of applications.
The interest is revealed by the
rising number of people taking admissions tests. The companies that
administer the law school admissions
test (the LSAT), the business school
test (the GMAT), and the GRE have
all seen higher numbers. Applica-

Africana Studies
making a
difference at GSU

Career Services offers 'Career Days' to help
Dublin campus students to participate
'students learn more about the work environment' in GSU's Early Childhood Program
Page 6

Features
' There are a variety of websites
designed to assist students while
in college and after graduation.

Page 10

Arts
^Entertainment
' Numerous popular rock bands
and performers, including the
Dave Matthews Band, will play
at this year's Olympic Games in
Salt Lake City in hopes of
boosting television ratings.
* Super Bowl commercials were
back in full force this year.

By Erik Howard

By Angela Jones

Evonamos@gasou.edu

Books2374 @ aol.com

Career Services begins its spring
semesterprograms with "CareerDays."
Career Services will present "Career Days" all over campus today. This
event is "geared towards helping students learn about the work environment", said Wallace Brown of the
Career Services office. Brown also
said "it is a way to get employers to
campus so students can ask questions
in an open format."
The event will be three-part and
broken down by colleges for panel
discussions between 1 p.m. and 2 p.m.
Professionals representing the five undergraduate1 colleges both inside and
outside the GSU community will head
the discussions. The College of Business Administration will host an answer and question session in room
1124 of the COB A building.
The College of Science and Technology will hold its panel discussion in
room 2047 of the Union. Also in the

Education majors at the Dublin
Center campus will soon have the
opportunity to participate in GSU's
Early Childhood Program.
The program focuses on preparing students to teach Kindergarten
through 5th grade.
College of Education recruitment
coordinator Chris Thompson, and
Advisor Pauline DeLaar are currently
looking for students, particularly in
East and Middle Ga, who are or might
be interested in enrolling in the new
program.
• At an informational program held
on February 1, Thompson says she
spoke to around 15 students who
expressed an interest in the program.
The program will allow students
to complete their last two years of
school and get their teacher certification entirely at the Dublin Center and
in the surrounding local school systems.

Allison Bennett/STAFF
CAREER DAYS: GSU's Career Services is offering 'Career Days'
today which will include panels broken up by academic department.
Union will be the College of Liberal
Arts and Social Sciences in room 2070.
The College of Education will
hold a panel discussion in room 1120
of the education building. The Health
and Professional Studies will hold
two panel discussions in rooms 1118

and 2103.
In addition to the panel discussions there will be three walk in workshops that will concentrate on "what
students need to know to be prepared
See Career, Page 5

This is a tremendous advantage
for students in that area who want to
be teachers, because there's not really another 4-year school in that
area," she said.
Students who are interested in the
program must have their Associate's
degree, a 2.5 cumulative GPA and
must have passed both the Regent's
test, and Praxis I, a test of basic
reading, writing and math skills.
The students register for classes
via Wings, receive advisement and
apply for financial aid, if needed, the
same as any other GSU student
would.
"We go to them for advisement,
and we really try to give them as
much of the Georgia Southern experience as we possibly can," Thompson explained.
The classes for these students are
divided into what Thompson calls
blocks: specific classes for that are
See Dublin, Page 8

Southern Ambassadors work to draw students to GSU Georgia House passes bill to end
By Mickauna Love

ajso visit dessert receptions in cities
all over Georgia. When not giving
You have seen them throughout
tours the Southern Ambassadors are
campus pointing and talking a mile a
corresponding with students from
their tours, letting prospecminute with a crowd in tow.
'—
tive
students shadow them,
The blue shirts and kha- —
or
working
in one of five
kis (and sometimes sleek
"THEY HAVE BEEN WONDERFUL
committees
within
the team.
pullovers) are standard uniThe
committees
are
form for them. They are the AND WILLING TO DO EVERY TASK
Southern Ambassadors (not
headed up by a chairperson
LAID AT THEIR FEET."
but other than that there has
to be confused with other stunot been a hierarchy estabdent ambassadors that some
- DAVID DUVALL
lished. The committees
department have). The
GSU's
SOUTHERN
AMBASSADOR
dedicate themselves to
Southern Ambassadors are
some of the hardest working
building and managing
AND SOAR PROGRAMS
"blue shirts" on and off camssss
^i
team morale, recruitment,
pus.
•
campus relations, and etc.
They are a student recruiting team out the fall and spring semesters,
If prospective students feel they
of 24 that volunteers their time to special tours for VIPs, and conduct want to see more of the university
show off GSU. Southern Ambassa- tours and Q & A sessions during before they decide to attend they can
dors tackle the difficult task of an- Open Houses (which occur on sev- arrange to spend a couple of days
swering tough questions about what eral Saturdays throughout the year).
See Ambassador, Page 5
To aid Admissions recruiters, they
GSU has to offer from a student
excessl3_@ hotmail.com
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perspective.
The Southern Ambassadors are
based out of the Admissions Office.
They give two tours daily through-

anonymity for pollution complainers
Associated Press
ATLANTA- The Georgia House
on Monday passed a bill to ban anonymous complaints about some environmental violations.
The bill would require people who
calltheEnvironmentalProtectionDivision with complaints to gives their
I names, addresses and phone numbers.
I The EPD would then have to tell the
I allegedviolatorwhoitwasthatcalledin
the complaint.
Anonymous tips would still be allowed for industrial complaints,butnot
for complaints about a private citizen or
a family farm.
House supporters, who said people
have theright to know the names oftheir
accusers, pushed the bill through 13533.
Bill sponsor Gerald Pinholster, R-

Ball Ground, said about 10 percent of
EPD complaints are unfounded and
meant only to harass someone.
Pinholster also said new residents are
clogging the EPD with meritless environmental complaints.
"People move in, and two weeks
later, they want to change everything in
the county that's been happening for
200 years," Pinholster said. "They've
been deified, and they know all the
things that are good for the local people.
And so they use the EPD. The EPD
becomes a pawn to harass the farmers,
to harass people who may be building a
home on a vacant lot."
Opponents warned that ending anonymity for some environmental complaints will have a chilling effect for
possible whistleblowers.
The bill now heads to the Senate.
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Police Beat
Statsboro Police Department
February 3
• Willie Mack Turner III, 20, was
arrested for disorderly conduct.
• Jimmie Delano Ramsey III, 20,
was arrested for underage possession
of alcohol and disorderly conduct.
• Jessica Nicole Hickman, 17, was
arrested for underage possession of
alcohol.
• Jonathan Michael Green, 18, was
arrested for underage possession of
alcohol.

February 4
• Brandon Gregory Adams, 19, was
arrested for unlawful surveillance,
disturbing nature of nudity.

Eagle Droppings
register a vehicle within 30 days.
• Shane A. Macissaac, 25, of Fort
Steward, was charged with public
drunk.

GSU Public Safety
February 1
• Connie Clark reported someone
had replaced a CD writer with a CDROM in a computer at Deal Hall.

Editor's Note: Police Beat appears
in every edition of the George-Anne in
an effort to inform the GSU community
of the amount and nature of crime. All
reports are public information and can
be obtained at either the GSU Division
of Public Safety or the Statesboro
Police Department.

February 3
--All Police Beat
information is compiled by
Megan Mulcahy.

• Terry Lee Taylor, 40, of
Wrightsville, was charged with DUI,
ossession of marijuana and failure to

The gift of song makes a unique Valentine
By
By Tracy-Scott
1 racy-J»COU Hilton
Hilton

Limp Bizkit's search for new lead guitarist
draws crowds at Atlanta area Guitar Center
Associated Press

ATLANTA - Rock-rap band Limp
Bizkit knows how to draw a crowd thousands showed up this weekend
when the group held an audition to
replace former lead guitarist, Wes
Borland.
Between 4,000 to 6,000 hopefuls
came to the Guitar Center on Northeast Expressway, the Atlanta Journal-

Constitution reported in Monday editions.
Some die-hard fans drove 10 hours
to get a shot at jamming with the band
Sunday. Others waited from 6 a.m.
until the group showed up at 6 p.m.
Last month, the eclectic band, lead
by Fred Durst, hit the road on a 22-city
tour to find a replacement. Borland
left Limp Bizkit in October.

"It feels great," said Shawn
"Sanchez" Zuzek of Atlanta, who got to
show off his skills. "It's an awesome
opportunity," the 24-year-old said.
Limp Bizkit coordinator Angel
Agurre said a touring tryout gives aspiring musicians a brush with fame.
"Not every kid is going to have the
money to fly to New York or LA. for an
audition," Agurre said.

Alpharetta council set to vote on plan to regulate air guns
Associated Press

ALPHARETTA - A proposal to
prohibit unsupervised use of air guns
has sharply divided the Alpharetta
City Council and drawn the attention
of the National Rifle Association.
Councilman Jim Matoney's proposal, scheduled for a vote Monday
night, would make it a crime for
anyone under 18 to have BB guns,
paintball guns and similar devices
outside of a licensed range.
Councilman Doug DeRito said

rr

the push for the new law is misguided. There have been only 15
incidents involving air guns reported
to police over the past two years, and
none resulted in injury or serious
property damage.
"I totally believe he's doing it
with good intentions," DeRito said,
referring to Matoney. "But we don't
have a public safety crisis right now."
Supporters of the proposal, including Mayor Chuck Martin, say
the time to squelch problems is be-

fore they become serious.
"Do we have to wait until somebody gets hurt?" Martin asked. "To
me, it's an unsafe situation."
The NRA has been in touch with
city officials in this affluent suburb
north of Atlanta, but has not decided
whether it will oppose the law.
"We're monitoring the situation,"
said NRA spokesman Andrew
Arulanandam. "But insofar as a game
plan is concerned, I would say that is
still being formulated."

According to Blackburn, there have
been some interesting stories behind the
"Singing Valentines" fundraiser. "There
have been quite a few professors interrupted during class to give some students
a "Singing Valentine" and also halted a
GSU tennis practice to do this," said
Blackburn.
Blackburn also made the comment on
having to go to one of the local businesses
where the employees ordered one for their
store manager, and the store manager ran
to the back of the store when it was

Coming up on February 12-14ofnext
week, the BSU will be having its annual
"Singing Valentines" to help raise money
for Spring Break Missions.
This year, there are two trips planned,
one to France and the other to New Orleans. The proceeds will also be used
toward the Summer Missions program.
"Our BSU has been doing this missions fundraiser for the past six years for
both Spring Break Missions and for Summer Missions," commented Donna

proun was
realized what
what the
the group
was there
there fn
to ^
do.
"There has been a time where an
elderly woman living alone was surprised with a "Singing Valentine," and it
turned out to be her birthday, making it
more special for her, said Blackburn.
Blackburn hopes to deliver around
100 orders of "Singing Valentines" this
year, at $20 per order. With each order,
the recipient will get three songs performed, a box of candy, a small stuffed
animal and a heart-shaped balloon. To
place an order, please contact the BSU at
681-2241.

GSU to host Invitational Mathematics Tournament
Special to the G-A

State News Brief

Blackburn.
Blackburn, BSU camnus
campus minister.

tracy_scotth @ hotmail.com

The Georgia Southern Mathematics and Computer Science Department will host its 14th annual
Invitational Mathematics Tournament Saturday, Feb. 9.
Middle and high school students
representing more than 50 schools

and 20 counties throughout Southeast Georgia will compete in the
regional tournament.
The tournament is designed to
recognize students' accomplishments in mathematics, to allow outstanding mathematics students to
meet and compete with each other,

and to promote public interest in
mathematics.
Registration begins at 8:30 a.m.
in the Russell Union with a written
test following at 10 a.m. The most
exciting part of the competition, the
ciphering round, will begin at 1 p.m.
in the Hanner Fieldhouse.

Southern Calendar
GSU celebrates Black Awareness Month with
events throughout February and early March
The schedule for this week
includes:
Wednesday, Feb. 6
• A keynote address by Bruce
Jacobs, author of "Race Matters," at
7 p.m. in the Russell Union
Ballroom.

Habitat
for Humanity

How to reach us

African-American Male Tribute.
• Russell Union Room 2080, 6
p.m.; A variety show featuring
various Caribbean talents, skits and
a dance at 7 p.m. in the Russell
Union Ballroom; Black comedy and
movie event: "The Original Kings
of Comedy," Russell Union Theater,
8 p.m.

Thursday, Feb. 7
• Faculty panel discussion with
Dr. David Canton of- the History
Department, Kyong Hee Chee of
Sociology and Anthropology, Dr.
Steve Mortenson of Communication
Arts, and Dr. Jaba Jallow of Political
Science: Contemporary issues,
Russell Union Room 2080, 5 p.m.;

Williams Center room 2023
P.O. Box 8001
Statesboro, GA 30460

Friday, Feb. 8

ADVERTISING:
681-5418
STORY OR PHOTOS:
681-5246
FAX NUMBER:
486-7113
E-MAIL TO:
g-a@gasou.edu

• Blaze Battle Freestyle
Competition. Russell Union
Ballroom, 7 p.m.

It is a desire of The George-Anne
toprintthe news of Georgia Southern University as accurately as
possible. If you believe that something covered is in error, contact
the editor at 681-5246 as soon as
possible.

For more information on Black
Awareness Month, contact the
Multicultural Student Center at ext.
5409.

Liked By Many,
Cussed By Some...
Read By Them All.

CAMPUS CLUB
OF STATESBORO APARTMENTS
Privately owned & operated

Georgia Southern University Chapter

NOW LEASING!
First all-inclusive apartment community in Statesboro!

We want you to
be a part of our
2nd Habitat House.

One check, once a month pays for everything you need!
• Electric
• Water & sewer
• DSL Internet access
• Basic local phone service
• Basic extended cable service

If you're interested,
please attend
this information session:

When:
Time:
Where:

Today (February 6th)
6:30pm
Russell Union Theatre

Three floor plans to choose from to fit
your lifestyle needs
• 2 bedroom/2 bath
• 3 bedroom/3 bath
• 4 bedroom/4 bath
Fully furnished apartments - all you basically
have to do is bring yourself!
Stop by and visit our community to get a first
hand look at an all-inclusive community with a
distinctive lifestyle!

• Every apartment includes a private bathroom for each resident, along with an
individual bedroom
• Internet access is available in bedrooms
• Amenities include pool, fitness center,
basketball and sand volleyball courts,
computer lab and study rooms
Each apartment is furnished with:
• Full-size beds in every bedroom
• Built-in study center in each bedroom
• Ceiling fans in every room
• Extra capacity full-size washer and dryer
• Living room sofa, chair and tables
• Dining room table and chairs
• Entertainment stand with a color TV
• Screened balcony with patio furniture
• Alarm system

All faculty, staff and students
are invited to attend.

Special thanks to our sponsors...

CELLULARONE

• Carpet and vinyl flooring
• Microwave oven, dishwasher
• And more!

THE ULTIMATE IN
ALL-INCLUSIVE
LIVING!
211 Lanier Drive
Statesboro, GA 30458

VIRACON
Habitat
for Humanity

(912) 681-CLUB (2582)
www.campusclub-gsu.com
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ONLY IN AMERICA
Indiana

94-pound Rottweiler
dies after eating 505
coins

)do.
e an
surmdit

REDKEY - Siren the Rottweiler
sometimes ate grass when she wasn't
feeling well-but no one knows why
she ate 505 coins.
A veterinarian surgically removed
the change, which totaled $23.28, from
the 94-pound dog's stomach Monday
shortly before she died from copper
sulfate poisoning.
" I've always saved spare change in
a big jar on the floor," said the dog's
owner, Holly Tremaine of New Castle.
" She's never bothered it before. I
don'l know why all of a sudden she got
interested."
Veterinarian Jim Wasson, who
operated on the 7-year-old dog, said he
had removed two or three coins from
the stomachs of miserly mutts before,
but never anything like the five pounds
in Siren.
" I asked other doctors if they had
heard of anything like this," Wasson
said." One said he removed $40 worth
of coins from a dog, but it was mostly
quarters and amounted to less than 200
coins. This one might qualify for the
Guinness Book of Records."
Tremaine, who adopted Siren when
she was seven weeks old, noticed Siren
was ill on Jan. 24 and took her to the
veterinarian two days later.
Wasson said that he first thought
the dog had an upset stomach or
gastritis.
When the dog's condition didn't
improve. Tremaine took Siren back to
Wasson for more treatment Monday,
when the coins were discovered in an
X-ray.
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Maine

Judge: Streaking
legal for Maine
women

BANGOR-Femalestreakers: get
i on your marks, get set, go.

{

Si D DX m
A judge found Wednesday that
two undergraduates at the University
of Maine did not violate the state's
indecent conduct law by jogging naked.
Debra Ballou of Island Falls and
Kathryn Mann of Fayetteville, N.Y.
won the case without hiring a lawyer
and by asking just one question of the
prosecution's only witness.
Maine law states that people are
guilty of indecent conduct only when
they "knowingly expose their genitals in public."
Ballou, 20, asked the arresting
officer whether he saw her genitals
last Nov. 2.
"Not that I recall," replied Orono
police officer John Ewing.
" That's all I have," Ballou told
the court.
Judge Jesse Gunther of the 3rd
District Court in Bangor said that a
woman naked in the street is not an
indecent act under Maine law because a woman's genitals are primarily internal.
Gunther grinned slightly as he
said, " I would assume the Legislature will probably be addressing this
issue."
The incident began when the two
women were seen running naked in
downtown Orono late in the evening.
Ewing stopped the pair and drove
them to Mann's apartment to get
dressed. He then charged them with
indecent conduct and took them to
jail, where they were released on

bail.
. After the verdict, Mann and
Ballou said they might try streaking
again, but it would have to be spontaneous.

o
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Massachusetts

Student
celebrations get
rowdy at UMass

AMHERST, Mass. -Super Bowl
celebrations edged out of control at
the University of Massachusetts in
Amherstwhen students started bonfires and stormed a dining hall.
UMass police said 5,000 students gathered outside the Southwest Residential Complex after the
New England Patriots beat the St.
Louis Rams 20-17 Sunday night.
The university called in all of its
campus police officers and state
police were called in to assist.
The party stopped at 11:30 p.m.,
when some students threw bottles
at police wearing riot helmets,
police said.
Students broke into the Berkshire hall, and sprayed the crowd
with a fire extinguisher and threw a
table into a bonfire.
Sunday wasn't the first time
UMass acted up after a sporting
event.

Your whitest teeth.
Not in three months. Not in three weeks.
By tonight.

But you know what
youre going to get at

XffillNG UMVEIOTY
'urvefr
y Oversized hot tub
for relaxation

y Fully-furnished
apartment homes

y 24-hour access to
Fitness Center for
those "hardbodies7

y High-speed Internet
access in every
bedroom

y Resort-style
swimming pool
with sundeck for
that golden tan

y Monthly resident
functions
y Private patio or
balcony

y 24-hour
state-of-the-art
computer lab

:

Come in for a
Sweetheart of a Special
Introducing the BriteSmile Professional Teeth Whitening Process.
Our revolutionary new technology is so effective, it can safely and gently whiten.
yOur teeth to their ultimate natural whiteness - in just one visit.
And your satisfaction is guaranteed. Just call us today.
And you could have whiter teeth by tonight.

Bring in this ad and get $50
off your security deposit!
Offer expires 2/28/02

i.

BRITE^SMl LE
Associated Teeth Whitening Center
www.britesmile.com
i

Dale Madson, D.M.D, 358 Northside Drive East, Statesboro 912-764-9187

:

122 Lanier Drive
681-2234
ctto Buffalo's)

AnSUHsCommuri
SUH" is a trademark of SUH, Inc.

S!vP:

The oldest continuously published newspaper in Bulloch County
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OUR
OPINION
Learn to use the Macs
at the Library!
No matter what time of day it is, one
can go down to the basement floor of
the library and find scarcely one of the
many Macintosh computers occupied.
Meanwhile, across the walkway, dozens of Gateways are worn thin by avid
students as they tend to their daily work.
Why the cold shoulder for the Macs?
If the Macs are being neglected simply because people are more accustomed
to using the computers on the other side
of the lab, that can be easily remedied.
The library offers help with learning
the computers and programs.
Here at Student Media, we use nothing but Macintosh computers. While
they can be a bit intimidating to a first
time user, they are more user-friendly
and actually allow for easier computing.
There are a few minor nuisances,
such as the fact that they don't have the
A/ drive of the familiar PC, and it is
difficult to get accustomed to clicking
on the left-hand side of a window to
close it out. Such small inconveniences
are eventually dwarfed by the new technological knowledge gained by someone who can use both types of computers.
Don't be afraid to broaden your horizons. The school spent a lot of dough on
those futuristic looking Maes. If you
haven't already, go ahead and venture
beyond the divide. Learn how to use the
Macintosh computers at the library.
LETTER AND SUBMISSION POLICY
The George-Anne welcomes letters to the editor,
story submissions and guest columns from people both
inside and outside the GSU community. All copy submitted should be typed (double-spaced, please), preferably on Macintosh disk in Microsoft Word or Microsoft Works format. All submissions must be signed
and include a mailing address and phone number for
verification. The editors reserve the right to reject any
submission. There is no word limit on submissions. A
writer may request to remain anonymous. However, it
will be the editor's decision whether or not to print the
name. Submissions are run on a space-available basis.

Covering the campus
€ like a swarm of gnats %
t
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There's nothing taboo about my tattoo
Is there a mystical appeal related
to branding oneself subcutaneously with ink?
There might be,
but it's more
likely the attached
social stigma that
makes a tattoo so
tempting.
I know so
many ink-initiated
people that I'd
probably forget to
include a few if I
tried to account
for them all. Both
of my best friends have gone under the pen, and so has
my dad. Given that information, it shouldn't be so
inconceivable that I would eventually want a permanent piece of epidermis artistry for myself.
I' ve been planning every aspect of it for a very long
time. Now it's all finally coming together. Before this
season is up, I'll have one. I've expected that for a
while.
What I didn't really expect was to catch any flack
about it.
Nothing annoys me more than young people who
get something ridiculously dated etched into their flesh.
Therefore, I could understand the concern if I was
intending to sport someone's name, a band logo or
some doofy cartoon character. Also, I've chosen a

AMANDA

PERMENTER

LET'S ROLL:

A

Fighting the 'War on Stupidity'

Ls Americans,
we have gone far
too long letting
something as malicious and cruel as
Stupidity run rampantly throughout
the world.
This terribly
evil force that attacks us unexpectedly must be controlled. We must
act to stop this horrid aspect of human
existence, and we
must act now.
Throughout history, Stupidity has
been an unstoppable force for disrupting human life.
It never fails to
strike just when
we're least expecting it. During long stretches of economic stability Stupidity sits at negotiating tables or on
market trading floors around the world. At times of
peace it waits quietly to light the powder keg, fire the
first shot, or drop the initial bomb.
When driving late at night, Stupidity is there, behind the wheel of ignorance, it's breath stinking of
cheap liquor. Behind the puff of every cigarette, standing boldly on the floor of Congress, yelling obscenities
from the stands at various sporting events, raving about
biblical passages amidst a crowd of people on a city
sidewalk: this is where you will find it. Stupidity is
indeed a serious problem we should never have to fear
in this enlightened day and age.

HEELERS

discrete patch on my back rather than a more promi- Indeed, it does. "Stylus potentior gladio est" means
nent, obvious part of my body upon which to display "The pen is mightier than the sword."
the illustration. And, I know the proportions of my skin
My boyfriend (of four and a half years next Tuesday)
will change as I assume more womanly roles in life. suggested the phrase while we were eating at Golden
But, my future tattoo has a lot of meaning behind it. Corral one day last semester. Many thanks go out to the
Every element of it carries significance.
lovely Ms. Eisenhart of the Foreign Languages Dept. for
A lot of
producing an acpeople have
^~
"
curate translacontributed to
tion
for me last
NOTHING ANNOYS ME MORE THAN YOUNG
the mental conweek.
ception, invenThere are a
PEOPLE WHO GET SOMETHING RIDICULOUSLY
tion and design
few reasons to let
DATED ETCHED INTO THEIR FLESH.
of my tattoo-tothe skin sink
be. It will serve
some ink. There
THEREFORE, I COULD UNDERSTAND THE
as a lifetime
are those who
long reminder
jump on the
CONCERN IF I WAS INTENDING TO SPORT
of a prime time
bandwagon
SOMEONE'S NAME, A BAND LOGO OR SOME
in my life and
driven by fad.
of many people
For
some people,
DOOFY CARTOON CHARACTER.
I love dearly.
it is a deliberate
Not only is it
form of rebellion
one-of-a-kind, I consider the process of creating and against disapproving parents. Then, there are folks who
getting it a personal rite of passage and a unique way to are so much in love with something that they choose to
express self-affirmation of my goals. Its colloquialism make it a constant item of clothing.
signifies what I love most: Writing.
As has been made obvious by my description my
The main feature of the tat is the text. For one thing, design's emotional value, not all tattoos can be passed off
it is in Latin. That is important because Latin is like the as emblems of people who contribute directly to societal
ancestral Abraham of English. How can it be dead decay.
when it lives on in so many of today's languages?
Granted, the design is still a work in progress. It hasn't
Besides that, it's beautiful. "Stylus potentior gladio even been drawn out on paper yet. I can see it in my head
est."
though. That's how all realities begin.
Of course, the fact that it's in Latin doesn't mean a
Amanda Permenter is the news editor of The Georgedamned thing unless it translates into something cool. Anne and can be reached at dweezelshay@hotmail.com

We must engage our enemy head on. We must the Middle East. And though there are many members
declare war on Stupidity!
of the I-diaht (pronounced "Idiot") network, as
I am totally confident that by diverting all of our Stupidity's organization is called, that have been recefforts away from the other less important issues of ognized, many are still free to wreak havoc. Nhin-.
today to fight this War on Stupidity, we will be assured cuhm Phoop and Fwhohlish Moreohn (pronounced
our victory. Why waste time with spending money on "Nincompoop" and "Foolish Moron," respectively),
such unnecessary tasks as
for example, lead sev- •
roadway improvement,
^m mm__^^^_^^^^^^_
eral division's of the Ijob training and wildlife
diaht network and still ,
I BELIEVE THAT BY DROPPING
conservation?
remain at large.
Concerning ourselves
Those who have ,
SEVERAL HUNDRED MORE BOMBS
with such meaningless
been found were arprograms as Social Securested and taken to a,
AND DISPATCfflNG THOUSANDS
rity and Medicare is usesmall kennel outside
MORE TROOPS TO LOCATIONS
less. Let us instead inBrookings, South Dacrease our military spendkota to be boarded unTHROUGHOUT THE WORLD WE
ing here and now.
til further notice. Pris-.
More money is needed
Oners are walked and.
CAN BE ALMOST CERTAIN THAT WE
to support our armed
fed twice a day.
WELL EMERGE AS THE VICTOR OF
forces and a supplement
They were also in-.
in funding is needed to
formed on arrival that'
THIS BATTLE, THIS CRUSADE.
solidify homeland secuif they decided to def-,
rity against the major acts
. ■"- "■—""",—^~^^^^^—
ecate in their pens, the.
of Stupidity that could
kennel staff would not
take place at anywhere on our soil at any time.
be responsible for cleaning it up. However, spilled
To go even further, we must stop Stupidity's fund- water would be refilled upon request.
ing, rendering it incapable of acting upon our popuI believe that by dropping several hundred more
lace. By making massive tax cuts and increasing the bombs and dispatching thousands more troops to locanational deficit, we are assuring ourselves that tions throughout the world we can be almost certain ,
Stupidity's funding will never come from our country' s that we will emerge as the victor of this battle, this
deep pockets. The nation will already be so far into crusade. As Americans we will not take this sitting
debt, that no money could be made available to spend down. We will fight through hail, sleet and snow, and ■
on anything, especially Stupidity's foul plots.
we will not be tread upon.
The War on Stupidity has already made a great
I am totally confident that if we all work together
amount of progress. Several chief leaders in the Stu- we can win this war: the War on Stupidity.
pidity network have already been apprehended. Bahd
Adam Brady is the arts and entertainment editor of
Joeches (pronounced "Bad Jokes"), for example, has The George-Anne and can be reached at
been taken captive by our tireless troops stationed in that_guy@stouthouse.org.
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CAREER, FROM PAGE
for their first job" says Brown.
The workshops all will be held in
room 2084 of the Russell Union starting with Resume Writing at 2:15. At
3:15. Interviewing tips will be presented and at 4:15.
The workshops will be conclueded
with a presentation on networking,
grown sees networking as a very important skill since "70-80 percent of
available jobs are not even posted."
To further the networking aspect
of the day's program there will be a
social from 5:00 to 6:00 p.m. in the
Williams Center dining hall. Employers will be there to network and
mingle with students.
Representatives from 35 compa-

1

nies will be in attendance along with
GSU faculty. Some of the companies
in attendance will be The U.S. Core
of Engineers, VCB Chemical, and
St. Joseph's Candler hospital. There
will also be representatives from
Target, The Savannah Morning
News, Lucas Theater, Jacksonville
Tomcats, The GBI, and the Georgia
Department of Labor.
Brown stated that this would not
be a recruitment session like Eagle
Expo will be on the Feb 28. According to brown this will "Give students
a chance to learn about companies
and help in job searches" This event
is geared towards juniors and seniors. However, Brown pointed out

:

AMBASSADOR, FROM PAGE
following the schedule of a
Southern Ambassador to see what a
day at GSU might be like.
David Du vail and his loyal assistants Kim Brauda (a graduate student) and Nikki Knight coordinate
the Southern Ambassador program.
Duvall came to work for GSU in the
summerof 2001 bringing a breath of
fresh air into both the SOAR (Duvall
also overseas SOAR) and Southern
Ambassador programs.
Two main differences in the
Southern Ambassadors program are
that it is volunteer work and the team
is working towards becoming a visible student organization. Having a
volunteer arrangement opens the
door for almost any student with the
time to participate and also it dis-

1

How would you like to surprise that special someone this
Valentine's Day?
For just $20, students from the Baptist Student Union at Georgia
Southern University will surprise your valentine with three songs, a
box of candy, a tiny stuffed bear, and a heart shaped balloon.
The Baptist Student will be delivering these:

February 12-14 (Tuesday - Thursday)
To order your Singing Valentine or to find out more information, call the Baptist Student
Union at 681-2241. Proceeds goes to missions.

GEORGIA
#

plays the attachment of these students to GSU,
The Southern Ambassadors
want to be seen more on campus
than just on their tours so they currently are strategizing about thebest
ways to expand their duties to the
university. Duvall asserts he is very
proud of the new team. 'They have
been wonderful and willing to do
every task laid at their feet," Duvall
said.
Being a Southern Ambassador
is a very hard-hitting job that requires responsible arid committed
students to think on their feet.
Yet these 24 students have eased
right into recruiting shoes out of
their positive feelings towards GSU
and the entire college experience.

AFRICANA, FROM PAGE

SINGING VALENTINES

Career Services commitment to four
years of career planning. According
to Brown "some students graduate
with no relevant work experience."
Brown said that employers are looking for experience of one or two
years. Internships, job shadowing, or
anything field related counts towards
work experience.
In addition to Career Days there
will be the spring semester version of
Eagle Expo on Feb. 28, 2002. As
well as an Education Career Day
desinged for those looking at a career
in the education field on Thursday,
Feb. 28.
For more infomation, contact Career Services at 681-5197.
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Events for Week of February 3 ■ 9

1

offered as a minor, Dr. Jallow said, duction, The Amen Comer, to the uni"we are diligently working to make it a versity. "In 83' I had been here for a
major at Georgia Southern. It is one of couple of years, and I felt that we really
the most popular minors at this univer- should make the statement that Georgia
Southern University was ready to enter
sity."
There are many opportunities for the mainstream and do an all black
students who enroll into the program. production.
. Aside from Afircana American TheStudents who qualify can attend the
National Council of Black Studies Con- ater, the Africana Studies Program ofference. The conference unites Africana fers a variety of courses that all students
can take.
Studies
The
educators
courses
from nuranged
merous
"I INCORPORATE BLACK
from Race
places
HISTORY INTO ALL OF THE
and
across the
Ethnicity,
United
CLASSES THAT I TEACH. IT
African
States to
American
debate isIS IMPORTANT BECAUSE IT IS
Politics,
sues and
NOT ONLY THE HISTORY BUT
right
exchange
down to
papers.
THE LEGACY OF WHAT IT IS
Yoruba,
There
an African
are 14 proTO BE AFRICAN AMERICAN
language
fessors
IN THIS COUNTRY."
that origiwho teach
nated in
classes
West Af- MR. MICAL WHITAKER,
through
rica. Stut h e
THEATER PROFESSOR
dents can
Africana
select
Studies
^^^~"■"~~^— ^^^^~^^^^~
Program. Representing diverse disci- more than 30 courses offered within the
plines ofstudy, the faculty within the program.
Richard Waldburg, a Junior Theater
program have educational specialties in
sociology, philosophy, communication major who is minoring in Africana Studarts, geography, art, foreign languages, ies, recently enrolled into the program.
"I'm really excited about the propolitical science, writing and linguisgram; I've just started taking my first
tics, history and literature.
Mr. Mical Whitaker, a Theater pro- class and I already feel like I am learning
fessor in the Communication Arts De- to much. I am shocked at things that I
partment, teacher some of his classes didn't even know " he said.
There are many advantage that stuthrough the Africana Studies Program.
He said, "I incorporate Black history dents will get when enrolling into the
into all of the classes that I teach. It is program. Dr. Jallow said, "we are preimportant because it is not only the paring students for the future. When
history but the legacy of what it is to be they complete this program, they are
better educated because they have
African American in this country."
Whitaker has made history at Geor- knowledge of a globally diverse socigia Southern by starting the first African ety."
For anyone who is interested in learnAmerican Theater course, which is now
offered through the Africana Studies ing more about the program, The Center
Program. He is also responsible for for Africana Studies is located in the
bringing the first African American pro- Forest Drive building, in Suite 1116.
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Monday, February 18, 2002

A Celebration of Gospel Music
4 pm, Russell Union Ballroom
Sponsor: Voices in Ministry

Panel Discussion: Race & Discrimination in Contemporary
Society
7pm, Willie Adams, Esq.: Franklin N. Biggins, Esq.: & Charles
S. Johnson, III. Esq., Russell Union Ballroom
Sponsor: Multicultural Student Center

Monday, February 4, 2002
Islands on Parade
7pm, Russell Union Commons
Sponsor: United Caribbean Association

i 99c

i 89c !

! Spicy Chicken
Sandwich

!
;

with purchase of medium Coke®

i
Expires 5/31 /02 • Limit two per coupon

i

Chicken
Breast
i

!
i

with purchase of medium Coke® i
■

■
■

■
■

■

Expires 5/31 /02 ■ Limit two per coupon

52B Fair Road (Highway 67)
Open 'til Midnight on Friday and Saturday
Open 'til 11:00pm Sunday through Thursday

i
.

Tuesday, February 19, 2002
Folktales from the Diaspora
Presenter: Ms. Lillian Grant-Baptiste
Noon, Russell Union 2080
Sponsor: Multicultural Student Center

Talent Show
7pm, Russell Union Ballroom
Sponsor: NAACP

Tuesday, February 5,2002
"Understanding the Racial Gap in Healthcare: In-depth
interviews with African-American Women" by Ms.
Urkovia Jacobs
11 am, Russell Union Rm. 2052
Sponsor: Ronald McNair Achievement Program
AIDS Awareness Program
6 pm, Russell Union Room 2080
Sponsor: NAACP

Wednesday, February 6, 2002

Thursday, February 7, 2002

The Georgia Sea
Island Singers

Wednesday, February 20, 2002
Miss African American Scholarship PageaM
6 pm, Russell Union Ballroom
Sponsor: NAACP

Play "A Tribute to African Americans in the Media Through
Movies and Television" featuring Mr. Richard Whiten, Actor
and GSU Alum
fjpm, Russell Union Ballroom
Sponsor: Georgia Southern University Students & Mical R.
Whitaker, Assistant Professor Communication Arts

Events for Week of February 24 ■ March 2

Faculty Panel Discussion; Topic: Contemporary Issues
5 pm, Russell Union Rm 2080
Sponsor: Black Awareness Planning Committee

Sunday, February 24, 2002

African-American Male Tribute
6 pm, Russell Union Rm 2080
Sponsor: NAACP .

Miss Black & Gold Pageant
Russell Union Ballroom 7:06 pm
Sponsor: Alpha Phi Alpha

Variety Show- featuring various Caribbean talents, skits,
and dance competition
7 pm, Russell Union Ballroom
Sponsor: United Carribean Association
Black Comedy Event & Movie: Original Kings of Comedy
8 pm, Russell Union Theater
Sponsor: Eagle Entertainment

Friday, February 8,2002
Blaze Battle Freestyle Competition
7 pm, Russell Union Ballroom
Sponsor: Black Student Alliance

Monday, February 11, 2002

A Tea for Z: Tribute to Zora Neale Hurston
7pm, Russell Union
Sponsor: Zeta Phi Beta

Thursday, February 28, 2002

Fashion Show
7pm, Russell Union Ballroom
Sponsor: African Student Association
Black Awareness Month Classic "Guess Who's Coming to
Dinner"
9:30 pm, Russell Union Theater
Sponsor: Multicultural Student Center

Thursday, February 14, 2002

Campus Appreciation
Russell Union Rotunda
Sponsor: Alpha Phi Alpha

Keynote Speaker - Lawrence Ross, Author, "The Divine Nine"
7 pm, College of Education Auditorium
Sponsor: Office of Greek Life/NPHC

Tuesday, February 12, 2002

Black History Quiz Bowl
5 pm, Russell Union 2084
Sponsor: Multicultural Student Center

Tuesday, February 26, 2002

Wednesday, February 27, 2002

Sea Island Singers
7 pm, Nessmith-Lane Continuing Education Building
Sponsor: Africana Studies and CLEC

Wednesday, February 13, 2002

Monday, February 25, 2002
Battle of the Sexes
Russell Union 7:06 pm
Sponsor: Alpha Phi Alpha

Men's Health Education
Russell Union Rotunda .
Sponsor: Alpha Phi Alpha

Events for Week of February 10 ■ 16

Charles Floyd
Johnson

A Tribute to our Heritage
8:08 pm, Russell Union
Sponsor: Alpha Kappa Alpha

Friday, February 22, 2002

Keynote Address, Bruce Jacobs, Author of Race Manners
7 pm, Russell Union Ballroom
Book signing following address
Sponsor: Muticultural Student Center

Bruce A.
s

Co

Events for Week of February 17- 23

Sunday, February 3, 2002

Enchanted Evening of Poetry
8 pm, Russell Union 2070
Sponsor: Black Student Alliance

O)

UNIVERSITY

"

Voter Registration Drive
11:06pm, Russell Union
Sponsor: Alpha Phi Alpha
Tribute to African American Women
6 pm, Russell Union Ballroom
Sponsor: NAACPIAlpha Phi Alpha
Open Forum: Charles Johnson, Executive Television Producer,
J.A.G., Magnum P.I.
8pm, Nessmith Lane Continuing Education Bldg., Lecture Hall
Sponsor: CLEC

Friday, March 1,2002
Alpha Ball
8:06 pm, Russell Union Ballroom
Sponsor: Alpha Phi Alpha

Saturday, March 2, 2002
Community Day
Russell Union 2080
Sponsor: Multicultural Student Center
Alpha Step Show
8:06 pm, RAC
Sponsor: Alpha Phi Alpha

BLACK
AWARENESS
MONTH
For More information: Contact The Multicultural Student Center at 681-5409
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Men's Basketball rolls past Paladins 86-78 in come behind victory
By Doug Kidd

points in a seven-minute
doug_kidd@hotmail.com
stretch that erased a 14-point
It might say a lot about halftime deficit and made
Georgia Southern's resolve GSU forget a bad firsthalf.
when they can spot Furman a
Besides scoring, Williams
20-point lead in the first half provided a key play when he
and then claim not to be hit the floor scrambling for a
worried.
loose ball in the backcourt.
But then again it may say
"There wasn't a lot of
more about Furman's lack of energy at the time," Williams
defense.
said. "Diving for the ball got
GSU used a 23-7 run early the crowd into it."
in the second half to offset a
His hustle might not have
horrible first half of play to been the spark that got the
post an 86-78 win over the team going, Price said, but
Paladins. Sean Peterson and more of a byproduct of how
Terry Williams each posted the team's attitude changed.
career-scoring highs with 28
"It was like watching two
and 19 points, respectively to different games," Price said
help lead the Eagles.
of the difference in halves.
The win helps the Eagles "It was like eight guys on the
(13-9, 6-5) keep pace with court for us when we play
The Citadel and College of like we did for that 8-to-12
Charleston for second place minutes."
in the Southern Conference's
After tying the score at 45,
South Division.
Furman GSU ran out to a 64-57 lead.
drops to 11-11, 4-7.
Furman bounced back with a
"We talked about keeping 10-3 run to tie the game at 67,
our composure at halftime," but the Eagles would never
Peterson said. "The game trailed again. A Williams'
wasn't over because we knew three-pointer gave GSU the
Furman wasn't a good lead for good with 5:54 to go.
defensive team."
In the first half, it looked
Peterson, Williams and like the Eagles were still
Kordel Gibson each scored six playing East Tennessee State,

a team that beat GSU by 35
points on Saturday. GSU shot
33% and turned the ball over
13 times while Furman had
three players in double
figures.
Furman's zone defense
seemed to throw GSU off.
After making four of their
first six three point attempts,
the Eagles kept trying longrange shots. GSU did not
make their first two-point
basket until Julius Jenkins'
layup with 6:04 left in the
half.
"We
weren't
nearly
aggressive enough," Price
said.
That
changed
after
halftime when GSU turned the
ball over to Peterson, who
scored 20 points in the period
on mostly driving layups.
Williams provided the outside
shooting, nailing three behind
the line.
"We were never down,"
Williams said.
"With the
kind of defense Furman
plays, it was frustrating not
to score [in the first half].
"We were determined to
Tim Deaver/STAFF
change that the rest of the GEORGIA SOUTHERN VICTORIOUS: After trailing Furman by 20 points in the first half, the Eagles
game."
rallied from behind to beat the Paladins 86-78.

GSU Softball shut out by Florida State j Hill, Williams join Eagle football staff
G-A News Service
G-A News Service

TALLAHASSEE, Fla. Florida State used two strong
pitching performances to
sweep Georgia Southern 7-0
and 4-0 in non-conference
softball action Sunday.
In the first game, Leslie
Malerich pitched the 75th
complete game of her career
allowing just one hit in her
34th career shutout as the
Seminoles (2-0) downed
Georgia Southern 7-0.
Florida State broke on top
in the second inning when
junior Ail-American Brandi
Stuart singled through the left
side to start the inning and
then stole second. After
Monique Marier lined out,
Stuart stole third and then

scored FSU's first run on an
errant throw on the play.
After the Eagles (0-4) held
FSU scoreless in the second,
Florida State broke the game
open in the bottom of the third
as redshirt-sophomore Beth
Wade led off the inning with a
walk.
After Shandra Colzie
sacrificed Wade to second,
Bryttani Lindheim singled
through the left side,
advancing Wade to third.
Kimmy Carter then singled
through the right side plating
both runs and staking FSU to
a 3-0 lead. After a Stuart single
down the leftfield line, Marier
doubled to right center for her
first two RBIs of 2002 and
extended FSU to a five-run

lead.
In the second game of the
afternoon Jessica van der
Linden, last season's ACC
Rookie-of-the-Year, gave up
just two hits to claim a 4-0
victory. Van der Linden was
also three-for-three at the plate
while driving in two runs.
The Seminoles jumped out
to a 3-0 lead in the first inning
as Colzie walked and scored
on Carterls one-out triple.
Stuart followed with a double
to center to plate Carter before
van der Linden's single scored
Stuart.
The Eagles return to action
Wednesday, February 15 when
they travel to Columbia, S.C.
to face the University of South
Carolina at 3:00 p.m.

Marlins employees worried about theirfuture
Associated Press

MIAMI - Florida Marlins
employees, worried about their
future with the sale of the team
pending, were told Monday the
franchise remains in limbo barely
a week before the start of spring
training.
Approval of the Marlins' sale
to Montreal Expos owner Jeffrey
Loria is likely next week, and he
is expected to bring many Expos
employees with him. That
includes manager Jeff Torborg,
interim general manager Larry
Beinfest, executive vice president
David Samson and much of the
scouting and player development
departments.
A wave of defections has left

executive vice president Julio
Rebull Jr. as the Marlins' top
official. He spoke briefly Monday
to employees.
"He just let us know they haven't
really confirmed anything, and
everybody has to continue the way
things have been going," said one
employee, speaking on the
condition of anonymity.
Samson was in Miami to visit
the stadium and offices but was
unavailable to reporters. His boss,
Loria, intends to buy the Marlins
for $ 15 8.5 million from John Henry,
who heads the group that has been
given approval to buy the Boston
Red Sox for $660 million from the
Jean R. Yawkey Trust.
Loria intends to sell the Expos

to the other 29 teams for $120
million. The commissioner's
office will then will appoint
someone to be the Expos' chief
executive
officer/general
manager. Frank Robinson is
likely to become Montreal's
manager.
Marlins personnel who may
soon be out of a job include trainer
Larry Starr and equipment
manager Mike Wallace, who have
been with the team since its first
game in 1993.
Pitchers and catchers are
expected to report to Melbourne
on Feb. 15. Baseball owners are
likely to meet in Chicago on Feb.
12 to approve the Marlins' and
Expos' sales.

addition, he became GSU's first
SoCon titles, two NCAA
STATESBORO, Ga, - First- player ever to record back-to-back
Division
I-AA National
1,000-yard rushing and passing
year Georgia Southern University
Championship
Game
Head Football Coach Mike Sewak seasons when he racked up 1,084
appearances and one NCAA
announced Monday that former yards on the ground and 1,262 in
Division 1-AA National
All-America performers Greg Hill the air during the Eagles' national
Championship (1999).
and Mark Williams have joined championship campaign in 1999.
Williams perhaps enjoyed,
the Eagle program effective In addition to three playoff
his greatest season in 1999,
immediately as members of the appearances and an 18-1 Southern
creating openings in the
GSU coaching staff.
Conference mark, Hill helped lead
offensive line which translated
Hill has assumed duties as Georgia Southern to a 44.5 scoring
into a No. 1 national statistical
Georgia Southern's wide average and a 506.2 total offense
rank in scoring offense (50.0,
receivers coach while Williams average during his tenure as a
ppg), total offense (551.7 y'pg)
will serve as an offensive line starter.
and rushing offense (419.0
coach.
Prior to returning to his alma
ypg). He also was credited as
After completing a two-year mater, Williams most recently
being a key contributor to the
career with the Toronto Argonauts served on the University of Rhode
success of sophomore fullback
in the Canadian Football League, Island staff as a restricted earnings
Adrian Peterson, who went on to
Hill will be re-united with an offensive line coach in 2001. He.
capture the 1999 Walter Pay ton.
Eagle program which he led to helped lead the Rams to an 8-3
Award after ■ rushing for 1,807.
three Southern Conference titles, mark, which ranked as one of their
regular season yards. His
two NCAA Division I-AA most successful seasons in history
accomplishments
earned
National Championship Game and followed five consecutive
selection to six different firstappearances and a 32-4 record in . losing campaigns. In addition, URI
team All-America squads during
two-and-a-half years as a starting opened the season with a schoolhis senior season - The
quarterback.
record seven-game winning streak
Associated Press, The Sports
Although he signed with the before ending the year ranked
Network, Football Gazette, USA
Montreal Alouettes at the No. 20-its top finish since 1985.
Today/ESPN, Teamlink.com and. i
conclusion of his collegiate
Williams, 25, was a three-year
Walter Camp.
career, Hill spent the majority of consensus
All-America
"I'm extremely happy to have I
his two professional seasons with performer who finished his
both of them back in our
Toronto and served as a wide Georgia Southern career with 13
program," Sewak said. "I know
receiver and member of the separate national honors. He
they have hit the ground running j
Argonauts' special teams unit started 50 of 51 career games
and will try to take the program
during the 2001 season. He made and was a two-year recipient of
back to where it was when they
14 catches for 143 yards and the Jacob's Blocking Award,
were playing here. I feel confident ;
returned kickoffs for 122 yards which is presented annually to
they can make as much or greater
last season, which included a the top offensive'lineman in the
of an impact as coaches in our
career-best six catches for 72 Southern Conference.
program than they did as players j
yards against Hamilton July 20.
As the Eagles' starting right
and that's saying an awful lot."
Hill, 25, was a two-year All- guard, he led Georgia Southern
Hill earned his bachelor's
America selection in 1998 and to a 41-13 mark during four
degree in recreation and sport |
1999 at Georgia Southern and letter-winning seasons. Williams .management from Georgia
became just the second player in played an even greater role in
Southern in 2001, while Williams j
NCAA Division I-AA history to GSU's 37-6 (.860) ledger as a
graduated from GSU in 2000 j
rush (3,309) and pass (3,369) for sophomore, junior and senior
with a bachelor's degree in
3,000 or more career yards. In which included three straight
general studies.
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Men's Tennis falls short to Florida State and UCF
G-A News Service

Tallahassee, Fla.- The
Georgia Southern men's tennis
team opened dual match play
Saturday losing to the number
56 ranked Florida State
Seminoles 6-1.
Freshman Mark Finnegan
was the Eagles lone winner as
he defeated Jarrod Owen at No.
5 singles 7-6, 6-4.
The Seminoles won the other
five singles matches as Xavier
Luscan defeated Georgia
Southern's Wojciech Nowak 26, 6-3, 6-1 in No. 1 singles,
Romain Jurd bested Darren
Clark at No. 2 6-0, 6-0 and
Chip Webb outlasted Uli
Ebensperger 6-1, 6-2 in No. 3
singles.
At No. 4 singles, FSU's Mat
Cloer won over Rohan Williams
6-1,6-0 while Jeff Scarella won
6-3, 6-2 at No. 6 over Noah

Tyler.
In doubles play, Florida State
won all three matches as Alex
Herrera and Owen defeated
Nowak and Clark in No. 1
doubles 8-6, Gustav Bucht and
Jurd won over Ebensperger and
Williams 8-3 at No. 2 and in
No. 3 doubles Webb and
Scarella beat Danie Van Den
Heever and Tyler 9-8 (5).
They also completed their
stay in Tallahassee this
weekend on Sunday losing to
the Central Florida Golden
Knights 7-0. The lost was the
second in two days for the
Eagles.
The Knights won all three
doubles matches to take the
doubles point. Antonio Sierra
and Catalin Bradu beat the
Eagles team of Wojciech
Nowak and Darren Clark at No.
1 doubles 8-5, while Gabriel

Strangeberg and Augusto Sanabria
won over Uli Ebensperger and
Rohan Williams at No.2 8-3 and
at No. 3 doubles Adam Kanaan
and Simon Jaegar defeated Danie
Van Den Heever and Noah Tyler
9-8 (5).
UCF completed the sweep of
the Eagles by winning all six
singles matches. At No. 1
Stangeberg defeated Nowak 6-1,
6-1 while at No. 2 Bradu beat Clark
6-2, 6-2.
At No. 3 singles Sanabria edged
Epensperger 6-4, 3-6, (10-5), at
No. 4 Jonah Westin toppecL
Williams 6-2, 6-0.
Playing No. 5 Mark Finnegan
lost to the Knights Paul Ramy 7-6,
6-1.
At No. 6 singles Jager nipped
Tyler 4-6, 6-3, (12-10).
Georgia Southern (0-2) returns
LaVene Bell/STAFF
to action this Saturday at Charleston MEN'S TENNIS STARTS OFFSLOW: After losing back to back matches, the Men s tennis team works hard
Southern.
for upcoming matches.
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Associated Press

ATLANTA - Less than two months
after George O'Leary's deception,
Georgia Tech is embarrassed again by a
misleading biography.
The man who replaced O'Leary as
football coach hired two assistants with
erroneous information in ■ their
backgrounds. One was forced to resign.
"Who would have ever dreamed that
you would find three bios at one school
that were inaccurate?" athletic director
pave Braine said. "I don't think it's
normal."
The school announced Saturday that
defensive coordinator Rick Smith, on the
job less than a month, was forced to resign
after a three-man committee concluded
he misrepresented himself in his
biography.
New receivers coach Tommie
Robinson, who hadn' teamed the master's
degree listed on a school-released profile,

was allowed to keep his job.
Thosedecisionscameafterrevelations
in early December thatO'Leary lied onhis
resume, costing him a job at Notre Dame
five days after he left the Yellow Jackets.
O'Leary falsely stated in his sketch that
he had a master's degree in education from
New York University and had earned three
letters as a New Hampshire football player.
He attended New Hampshire only
two years and didn't play in any games.
Trey Childress, president of the
graduate student government and a
member of the committee that
recommended Smith's dismissal, said
the mood on campus was one of
"frustration that this happened again."
Braine hinted that further disciplinary
action could be handed out within the
athletic department. GeorgiaTech' s sports
information department didn't properly
check the
coaches' backgrounds before

Olympic flame enters
Utah for first time
Associated Press

m.
;les
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ARCHES NATIONAL PARK,
Utah- A wait of more than three
decades ended at sunrise Monday
when the Olympic flame crossed
through the Delicate Arch to begin
the final leg of its journey to Salt
Lake City.
After a brief American Indian
ceremony, runner Frank B.
Arrowchis, a member of the Northern
Ute Tribe, and his granddaughter,
Stephanie Laree Spann, blessed the
torch with an eagle wing.
Spann then ran with the torch
around the area next to the red
sandstone arch, one of Utah's most
enduring natural symbols, to mark
the flame's entry into the host state
of the Winter Games.
Arrowchis began the ceremony
as the first rays of sun hit the snow
atop the La Sal Mountains to the
southeast. The morning was clear
and crisp, with temperatures in the
20s.
A big black crow perched on a red
rock boulder cawed loudly at the
dignitaries gathered near the arch,
then it soared out of sight.
About 200 people watched the
ceremony, including Gov. Mike
Leavitt, who was visiting the Delicate
Arch for the first time.
"It's just such a fitting way to
begin the run," said Mitt Romney,
Salt Lake Organizing Committee
' president. He called the visit of the
torch to the arch "the perfect

confluence of two enduring
symbols."
A team of runners took the flame
through the national park and toward
Moab, about five miles away, after
leaving the arch. It was driven into
Utah on Sunday from Grand Junction,
Colo.
The flame will arrive in Salt Lake
City on Thursday, after a 13,500mile journey in which it was carried
through 46 states.
This rugged and once isolated
land now welcomes hikers, mountain
bikers, river-rafters and off-roaders
in droves during the busy spring and
summer months. There'd be plenty
of solitude here in February, if not
for the torch.
After the ceremony at Delicate
Arch, a sandstone structure created
by erosion, the torch was to visit
Monument Valley, Bryce Canyon
National Park and Zion National Park
on Monday.
On Tuesday, it starts in Cedar City
and continues its journey to Salt Lake
City, where it will be used to light a
cauldron at the opening ceremony
Friday. The identity of the final torch
carrier has been kept a secret.
For Salt Lake City, the games are
the culmination of an effort that began
in the mid-1960s, when a group of
civic leaders first began lobbying for
the games. Salt Lake City finally won
them in 1995, though that bid
subsequently was tainted by a bribery
scandal.

Mashburn nearing return,
I Wesley out 3-4 weeks
Associated Press

>

FORT MILL, S.C. - The
Charlotte Hornets had little time to
celebrate the impending return of
Jamal Mashburn. Minutes after
Mashburn walked off the court
Monday, the team learned guard
David Wesley will be out three to
four weeks with a broken foot.
"I guess that's just the way our
season has gone," coach Paul Silas
| sighed.
Wesley didn't play in Charlotte's
last two games because of a sore left
foot. He saw a doctor Monday after
the team returned from its three-game
road trip and a crack was discovered
in his foot.
Wesley, who averages 15.9 points
a game, will wear a boot on his foot
for the next three to four weeks.
"We'll just have to make do,"
Silas said. "Someone has to come up
with 16 points for us."

That someone should be
Mashburn, who is expected to begin
practicing full time after the All-Star
break and to return to the lineup on
Feb. 18.
Mashburn has played in only nine
games this season because of a
strained abdominal muscle. But he
was on the floor with his teammates
for the first time Monday,
participating in three-on-three drills,
then going head to head with guard
Baron Davis.
Against Davis, he shot one of his
turnaround jumpers from the left
corner and walked off smiling.
"You still got it," Davis yelled.
Mashburn, Charlotte's leading
scorer at 20.1 points a game last season,
later agreed.
"I'm always confident in what I can
do," Mashburn said. "All this stuff, it's
just a test, and so far there isn't any
discomfort. I wasn't favoring anything."

releasing the information, violating new
procedures put in place after the O'Leary
episode.
"We'regoingtocompletelyre-evaluate
everybody involved in the whole process,"
Braine said.' This has not been a good week
for anyone associated with Georgia Tech.''
Smith, hiredbynewcoachChanGailey,
admitted last week he never played on the
football andbaseball teams atHoridaState,
as his profile said. The information in his
bio was removed from 1997 to 2000, but it
reappeared last season when he went to
Kentucky as a defensive backs coach.
Robinson is still six credits short of the
master's degree in education from Troy
(Ala) State, but committee member Bill
WepfersaidevidenceshowedRobinsonhad
worked' 'diligently' 'toconedtheinforrhation.
The sports information department,
headedbydirectorofcommunicationsMike
Stamus, has a new 10-step guide to follow
for collecting and verifying biographical

information on new hires. Having the
employee sign and date the final version of
release is included in these regulations.

' Reached Saturday at his home in
Lexington, Ky., Smith said his plans were
unclear;

O'l^eaiywashiredasanassistantcoach
withtheMinnesota Vikingsaboutamonth
after his resignation from Notre Dame.

GSU Student Special
Large Thin
Crust Pizza

s
Mon-Fri 6:30am-9pm
Saturday 8:00am-9pm
Closed Sunday
206-B Northside Drive West

764-1575

$

5.99 7.99

One Topping

Unlimited Toppings

Free Delivery Any Time!
We Accept EAGLEXPRESS™!

Get Wired...

■

Connects your
PC to a wireless
network.

Aironet PCI 352 Desktop Card

Buy a wireless PCI network card and receive a
$50 gift certificate to The University Store.
Available in these residence halls..

Veazey
Hendricks
Brannen
Cone
Sanford

OUiff
Wirburn
Dorman
Johnson
Stratford
(Coming VERY soonl)
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We don't run specials or put our piercings on sale. For the best quality
work by the most experience piercer in Statesboro, come to Cloud $.

Novelties, Gifts

& Body Piercing
by Rick

Adult Novelties
Sterling Silver Jewelry
Smoking Accessories
Lava Lamps
Leather and Vinyl lingerie
Beaded Curtains
Candles & Incense
Black Lights
Zippo lighters
Fish Nets

#3 University Plaza

871-4054
test PURt

Amanda Geiger bought these sunglasses
to wear on spring break. She wore them only once
before she was killed by a drunk driver.

Friends Don't Let Friends Drive Drunk

Superbowl commercials: the
Brisk, the Bud, and the Britney
KRT Campus

of feeling this huge depth of emo- game is MLife, which featured a
Even though the New England tion, it does raise the question of number of quirky spots all throughPatriots pulled off a last-second win whether we should be tying them out the first half that definitely
over the St. Louis Rams in this year's to a beer wagon in the first place. grabbed everybody's attention.
Super Bowl, the real winner of the Probably not what Anheuser was (Such as the one where the nerdy
accountants start flirting with the
day was clearly the dancing guinea going for.
rock
star groupie, who admits 'I
Another
fun
ad
was
the
Lipton
pig. Or maybe it was the rambunclove
numbers!')
But these were all
Brisk
Iced
Tea
spot
featuring
a
tious bird. Well, it could have been
teaser
ads
and
nobody
knew what
miniature
puppet
of
Danny
DeVito
the kneeling horses too. It's hard to
the
heck
MLife
was
until
halftime,
getting
fired
because
the
new
varisay.
when
it
sort-of
became
clear
that
ety
of
iced
tea
apparently
doesn't
Each year, millions of people
it's
actually
a
new
wireless
service
need
a
gimmick
and
can
sell
itself.
across the country who tune in to the
big game actually tune out until the This all prompts the puppet com- from AT&T. Because nobody could
action stops and the commercials - munity to get 'up in arms' and tell what the ads were for, they just
typically some of the most elaborate protest the change in advertising. didn't connect.
E-Trade'sbig
and inventive of
pre-halftime
ad
the year - start
was
a
big
flop
rolling.
too. It was a giThis year,
ant - obviously
the company
horrible
- exthat had the best
travaganza
that
spots overall
featured
the
was Budweiser
dancing
monkey
-the beer people
from previous
- which actually
year's commersucceeded in
cials. After the
creating nine
commercial sup^
ads people will
posedly ended,
remember after
however, the
the last Rams
monkey was
fan stops comshown into the
plaining about
office of the Eall the intercepTrade
CEO,
Special Photo
tions.
where
he
was
Another BRITNEY SPEARS She's still the beautiful pop-star, but will the
fired
because
the
Budweiser ad image still sell Pepsi?
preceding
comthat will probmercial was such
ably keep some tongues wagging is
a
tremendous
failure
and the com-.
the spot that features Cedric the DeVito and the rest of his puppet
pany
had
decided
to
change its
Entertainer, a popular comedian who cohorts begin an all out assault on
branding
strategy.
The
spot
was so
has been featured in some of the the humans - including 'Today'
big
and
convoluted
that
it
was
recompany's other beer commercials. weatherman Al Roker. That's kind
ally
hard
to
catch
the
central
point
In this spot, Cedric is in a bar next a of funny, but not particularly ingeof the whole thing - that. E-Trade
man who asks him for some help nious - just weird.
has
decided to rename itself EAs great as it is to point out the
wooing the lady sitting on the barstool
Trade
Financial, or some such thing,
next to him. Ala Cyrano De Bergerac, Super Bowl commercials that capto
try
and escape the stigma of a
Cedric starts feeding the man lines. ture lightning in a bottle, it's also
'My name is Paul. You've got beau- fun to take notice of the spots that dot-com.
It may not be fair to pick on the
tiful eyes. I'd love to take you out completely failed to connect. This
first-timer,
but whoever said life
sometime.' So far, so good. But when year, a couple of the higher-profile
was
fair?
The
sandwich shop chain
the bartender hands Cedric a beer, he commercials just didn't quite work.
Quiznos
had
never
advertised durThe most notable of this year's
momentarily forgets about his friend
ing
the
Super
Bowl
before this,
and innocently asks 'So how much?' failures were the Pepsi commeryear's
game.
They
offered
up two
Of course the friend repeats this as cials that featured Britney Spears
spots
that
were
completely
ludiwell, which prompts the woman to dancing and singing in authenticcrous.
Both
featured
a
man
who ■
let down her demure manner and pro- looking vignettes from the last five
was
test-marketing
sandwiches
ceed to pound poor Paul into the decades. Look at Britney in a 1960s
pavement. Making fun of hapless beach-themed commercial, with (strike one) and wanted to see
guys who don't understand women is her hair all done-up in a bun. Or whether people preferred a hot
• look at her innocently bop her way Quiznos sandwich or a cold-cut.
always a good way to sell beer.
Running a close second place is through a black-and-white 1950s sandwich from one of their comthe ad for Anheuser Busch that fea- segment. (The best part of these petitors. During the first spot, a
tured the kneeling Clydesdales - the commercials was the 1980s seg- woman picks the hot sandwich and
large horses with white hoofs that are ment, which featured Britney in a the test marketer shoots her in the
typically shown pulling the carriage nod to Robert Palmer's music video neck with a poison dart. (Strike
in commercials. This ad features over- for 'Simply Irresistible.') All in two) Supposedly he was trying to
head shots of the horses pulling the all, this was way too much Britney. keep the Quiznos sub to himself. In
Another spot that flopped was the second spot, the same test marcarriage across a bridge and into New
York City, where they end up stop- the Yahoo ad, which featured a keter has set up a miniature guilloping on a snowy field to view the talking dolphin and a slightly con- tine next to the cold-cut sandwich
city's new skyline. A moment later, fused Caribbean tourist. In the spot, and asks a guy which one' he preeach horse bows its head and kneels the dolphin said he learned how to fers. The guy pulls out a plastic
its front hoof to signify its own mo- talk through Yahoo and the tourist mannequin arm and reaches for the
ment of silence. Other companies admitted that he had found the sandwich, the blade falls and the
created commercials that presented secluded beach through the Inter- hand gets chopped. Ooooooh.
tributes and memorials to the heroes net portal site as well. Um ... OK. (Strike three) Perhaps, the marketof the tragic events of Sept. 11, but Thanks. Not sure what that's sup- ing folks at Quiznos should think
again next year. These spots clearly
Budweiser's spot was the most poi- posed to mean.
The other funny failure of the didn't work.
gnant. Still, if the horses are capable
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they will write lesson plans, have you."
offered at certain times durThompson says that one mawrite units, take methods
ing the year. Some of the
jor
advantage of this program
courses
etc,
all
preparing
them
courses are done through Disis
that
the student's experience
to
fulfil
their
1,000
hours
of
tance Learning.
is viewed
"The
last
very favortwo years, they
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ably when
know exactly
administrawhat classes
tors
are
they are going
"WE ARE TRAINING OUR STUDENTS TO BE
looking to
to be taking,"
hire new
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TO
TEACH
CHILDREN
WHO
ARE
she explained.
teachers, as
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DIFFERENT
THAN
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ARE,
WHETHER
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the school
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to
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prepared
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ing experience, each student
than
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are,
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those
some
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they want
hours of classroom experience.
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socio-economic
or
what
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teachers."
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Dave Mathews Band, Creed and 'N Sync a few notable names to perform at Winter Games
KRT Campus

The 2002 Winter Olympics are all
about gold, silver, bronze - and platinum.
Organizers of this year's Olympiad,
which kicks off Friday in Salt Lake City,
hope that nightly performances by
jiultiplatinum pop music superstars will
rive the Games new attitude and hue
more viewers to give ratings a big boost.
The schedule for a special concert
series, inconjunction with each evening's
athlete medal presentations, reads almost like Billboard's Top 10, featuring
acts such as 'N Sync, Nelly Fuitado,
Creed and the Dave Matthews Band.
But don't look for chart-topping rap,
hip-hop or metal acts. Scheduling, logistics and audience preferences, according
toaconcert organizer, have left the genres
out in the cold.
"The .groups that are coming are
eroups people want to see,' said Gail
Seay, executive producer of the production team at Olympic Medals Plaza.
The plaza, in downtown Salt Lake,
will host a nightly ceremony for medal
winners of the day's events.
Following the medal presentation,
national headlining acts will take the

stage for a concert. NBC will broadcast
one song from each night's concert during its prime-time coverage.
Seay said organizers decided to stage
the nightly music events, officially called
the Hallmark Olympic Celebration Concert series, as a way of lightening the
atmosphere of the often serious medal
presentation ceremony.
'Music is so inspirational, so
celebratory,' said Seay. 'We're hoping
the athletes, the medal winners, will come
and jam onstage with the bands every
night, gold medals and everything.'
'It's a big party. It's, you know, 'Yahoo!' ' Seay added.
When booking acts to perform during the series, organizers claimed they
tried to match specific sports with music
that fit the demographic of both its athletes and audience.
'We tried to mix it up as much as
possible,' saidSeay. 'We really looked at
the sport and asked what kind of music
would snowboarders want to hear, for
example.'
Apparently, 'boarders want to hear
Smash Mouth. The Southern California
rock act, best known for such stadium-

friendly anthems as 'All Star,' will perform on Feb. 15, the same night for the
medal presentations for two
snowboarding events.
Mainstream rock monster Creed,
whichhadachokeholdontheNo. 1 spot
on Billboard's charts for much of the
holiday season, will perform Feb. 19,
when medals are presented forshorttrack speedskating and freestyle skiing
events.
Country favorites Brooks & Dunn
are on tap for Feb. 16, the night of medal
ceremonies for alpine skiing,
speedskating and biathlon events.
Seay admits that, in trying to land the
biggest names to boost ratings, organizers sometimes were unable to match
sports with the right act. Case in point: 'N
Sync will serenade the winners of the
men's slalom event on Feb. 23.
'A few nights didn't quite work out,'
said Seay.
Despite organizers' attempts to book
a range of genres, the lineup leans heavily
toward mainstream rock and country.
Notably absent are rap, hip-hop and metal
acts, genres that regularly outsell country
and give rock a run for its money.

Seay did not comment directly on the
dominance of network TV-friendly
genres for the concert series, but did say
thatbookingactswascontingentonavailability and how popular they would be
with the hometown crowd, who will
make up the bulk of the concert and
medal ceremony audiences.
'A lot of tickets arebeing given out in
Salt Lake, as a gift to local folks,' said
Seay.
Local tastes apparently also account
for the decidedly American flavor of the
acts performing. Native New Yorker
Marc Anthony will inject a little salsa
into the series, but the most exotically
bom headliner is Toronto's Barenaked
Ladies.
The Games' opening ceremonies
have a slightly more international flavor,
with Sting and cellist Yo-Yo Ma performing - though opening night's headliners are all country girls, namely LeAnn
Rimes and the Dixie Chicks.
Seay said the events of Sept. 11 had
no impact on booking decisions for the
opening ceremonies or concert series, or
for the overall theme of this year's Olympiad, 'Light the Fire Within.'

Special Photo

PLATINUM MEDALIST: Performing at this year's winter games,
artists like Sheryl Crow will hopefully attract more viewers.
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Lunch llamSpm
Over 40 Unique zvraps
•Chicken
•Veggie
•Pork
•Salmon
•Cold Cuts
. 764-7858
609 Brannen St
•Shrimp

Food with Flare!
Join us for lunch or dinner
Mon-Sat llam-9pm
Dinner 5pm-9pm
Gourmet entrees
•Blackened Salmon
•Peppercorn Filet
•Shrimp Scampi
•Coconut or Parmesan Chicken
•Spice Rubbed Pork Tenderloin

(across form winn Dixie)

•Homemade Desserts

'PIZZA • CALZONES • LASAGNA• SPAGHETTI • STEAK GRINDERS MEAT &
(1
IS
X
|§ 2 Medium 1-Topping

Pizzas for only

-,,j

b
* M*

Lunch Buffet
11 am to 2 pm
only 3.99
Dinner Buffet 4.99
(weekdays only 6-8)

HOLIDAY
PIZZA

m

m
r/S
m

405 Fair Rd.
Next to Recreation Dept.
Open Daily 11 am-11:30pm
FREE DELIVERY

764-7669
Credit Cards Accepted
Ask. About our Catering Services

*.

Drink
& Drive
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Eagle Entertainment

iiursday, February 7th
8:00pm - On-stage Comedian
9:00pm - Original Kings of Comedy
Friday, February 8th
Movie will be shown at
7:00pm and 9:30pm

EAGLE CINEMA
Two-Night Black Comedy Event
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Various websites can• Part
beoneuseful
during and after college
of a two-part series
By Brittany Gates
tu2rok@yahoo.com

The Internet is a huge place, full of
websites that help and hinder us sometimes. Everyone has had that feeling of
looking for that one thing, may it be a
•new car, a topic for a paper, or just trying
to find some tips on dating, and you
can't find it. Here a bunch of sites,
which are helpful to college students
when searching on the World Wide
Web.
Cars are important to almost everyone. They transport us to and from our
homes. Don't know where to look for
information on finding a car? There are
several websites that can assist you in
finding what you are looking for.
If you need to find out information in
a used car you just purchased, check out
Carfax, (www.carfax.com). For $20,
this website will provide a full report
about a used car's history, if you provide
a credit card number and the car's identification number.
To check out prices on a car, then
check
out
Autoweb
'iyvww.autoweb.com). It is similar to
Carfax, but you can also search for cars
that have been deemed in good condition from Autoweb's affiliates. Plus, if
you are looking for insurance or parts
for a car, then Autoweb can provide the
information.
If you are interested in checking out
new cars, then Cartrackers is a website
you will want to check out.
(www.cartrackers.com). This site will
allow you to do research on car models,
especially on a 2002 model. Cartrackers
has experts who will give suggestions
on how.to decide on a car. Finally, if you
are looking for advice about cars, insurance, car parts, or if you want to talk to
a mechanic, then this web site can help.
If you need some research about a
type of model is safe, then check out the
.National Highway Traffic Safety
(www.nhtsa.dot.gov/cars) website.
The National Highway Traffic S afety
is part of The Department of Transportation. This site is provides information
on the safety problems and the equipment in cars. Also, the NHTSA has
information about how they test and
regulate cars. This site can also help in

researching cars for a paper.
There are several sites that provide
information on getting money for college. These next few websites will help
in your research.
The Georgia Southern Financial Aid
Office (www2.gaosu.edu/sta/finaid) will
assist you with any financial aid questions and other types of aid. You can
talk to your financial aid counselor about
any questions about financial aid status,
or get applications for the many scholarships that Georgia Southern University
provides.
WINGS
(http://
gssun2.cc.gasou.edu:4567/)arewton\y
for checking your grades or registering
for classes. You can check out your
financial aid status, or get links to the
many state and federal government agencies where you can fill out financial aid
applications.
Fastweb (www.fastweb.com) is a
web site that you can get information on
scholarships from. Just sign up and in a
few minutes a search begins instantly on
theinformationyouhaveprovided. They
have scholarships for every type of career, organization, fraternity, sorority,
etc. Plus, Fastweb will update your
scholarship list every once in awhile.
Finaid (www.finaid. org) is a website
to find answers about types of loans,
grants, and other type of financial aid. If
so, check out this site. Finaid features
information about any type of financial
aid, and it provides the forms with the
instructions on how to complete them.
This website also has a calculator and
other tools to help calculate how much
money one may need for college.
The
HOPE
Scholarship
(www.gsfc.org) has its own web site.
On this website it provides students with
their scholarship and grant status while
learning more and more about the program. This site also provides state grant
and state loan information.
U.S. Department of Education
(www.fafsa.ed.gov/) provides the
FASFA form online and information
about financial aid. It also provides the
school's code for the FASFA, guidelines for the FASFA, sign up for a pin to
complete it online, and much more.
So, you may have enough financial

Special Photo

'HOW STUFF WORKS': A useful and entertaining website that
provides articles on how certain products work.
aid, but you want to make it last the
whole year this time. If so, check out
these sites about budgeting.
MSN
Money
(http://
money central.msn.com/family I
home.asp) has a great site not only for
budgeting for college students but for
parents, and families. They have great
tips about budgeting for college students. It also has many articles about
how to save money for college, tips
about financial aid, and you can even
search for colleges and financial aid on
the site.
BrassRing
Campus
(www. thepavement. com/brc/cand/content/Money.asp) is a great site not only
for budgeting, but for getting advice
about credit cards, banking, paying back
student loans, and saving. Plus, the
budgeting part of the site is great for
students- that want to create a budget.
Finally, they have tools that can help
students build a budget among other
things.
If you don't need or want to budget,
and the only thing you can think of is
how to find the information about a
certain topic you need information on,

COAIHd TO VIDALIA
THE "RUMOR" IS TRUE
Tickets On Sale This Week
at Deloach's Music in Statesboro or
Order Tickets NOW! (912)537-4467
Ticket Prices
$20 • $25 • $30

Accepting credit
cards, checks,
money orders &
bank debit cards.

then these researching sites can help.
GALILEO (www2.gasou.edu/library and click on the link for GALILEO
on the right side of the site) is the premier online library for students. You
can search in journals, full-text newspapers, and many other sources. The best
thing about GALILEO is that all of the
public institutions of Georgia are linked
together to provide information to all of
Georgia students.
How
Stuff
Works
(www.howstuffworks.com) is not a web
site for researching but for just exploring and curing curiosity. If you need to
know how microwaves, cell phones or
video games work, then this is the site to
visit. How Stuff Works features hundreds of articles about how many of the
technological toys we use every day
work.
Google (www.google.com) is a
search engine on the web. Google returns searches based on the most links a
website is Jinked to, not if that site gave
money to the search engine to be posted.
If you are searching for a name of a web
site you can't remember the address to,
Google can help.

'Come With Us' to a new album
from the 'Chemical Brothers'
KRT campus
on "The State We're In," and the
Since I don't get around to suck- Noel Gallagher male rock-vocal
ing a pacifier at raves quite as much cameo going to former Verve singer
as I'd like, I'm forced to find alterna- Richard Ashcroft.
tive venues in which to judge the
"Come," which came out Tuesmerits of electronic dance music.
day, is by no means a departure. InAnd having put "Come With Us" stead, it's a perfectly assured fusion
(Astralwerks, 3-? stars) to the car, of Simons and Rowlands' Brit-boysliving room and headphone test, I'm who-love-Public Enemy and flowerpleased to report that the Chemical power rock sensibility. It doesn't deBrothers have, just as they promised liver the shock of the new (as with "It
on "LeaveHome" on 1994's "Exit Takes a Nation of Millions to Hold
Planet Dust," worked it out.
Us Back" or "Sgt. Pepper's") as much
This is good news, because when as the deep satisfaction of listening in
last heard
on experifrom, Ed
enced artists
Simons and
on top of
Tom
their game
Rowlands
(as
with
(the one with
"Fear of a
the glasses)
Black Planet
were soundor "the white
ing lost. The
album").
Manchester,
I could
England,
do without
mates scored
Ashcroft's
a
breakspiritualthrough hit
seeking
with "Block
bluster on
Special Photo
Rockin '
the closing
Beats" from 'COME WITH US': The 'Chemical "The Test,"
the locomo- Brothers' new album assures their- fans that but everytive "Dig their music consists of more than just dance thing else
Your Own tracks.
clicks. On
Hole"
in
"Hoops,"
1997, and in
the Chems
so doing, paved the way for the suc- sample backward sitars and the
cess of fellow British big-beat techno Association's "Round Again." On "It
DJ Fatboy Slim.
Came From Afrika" they yoke tribal
The Chems followed up "Dig," drums to a Stax-Volt bass line. Orton's
however, by burying their wonky chill-out pastoral "State" gives way
heads in the sand with 1999's "Sur- to the ever-accelerating house-music
render." That album had its fantasti- freakout "Denmark," which had me
cally trippy moments ("Got Glint?") thankful there were no state troopers
but suffered from a case of we're- on the Pennsylvania Turnpike on a
deeper-than-you-think syndrome, in recent Sunday afternoon.
which thoughtful artistic types slow
Whatever it is the Chems are takthe tempo to show they can do more ing, it's working. The Brothers' fourth
than simply rock a party.
album coheres as more than just a
On the face of it, "Come With Us" bunch of dance tracks as well as any
seems to follow the standard Chemi- electronica platter this side of Moby's
cal Brothers formula, what with the "Play." It's a now-ruminative, nowBeth Orton techno-folk slot that was frenetic mood piece full of what-wasceded to Hope Sandoval on "Surren- that? bleeps and whooshes that alder" back in the hands of, yes, Orton ways remain in service of the groove.

Congratulations to Us!
The G-A Wins Again!
Team Awards Among Georgia Senior Colleges for 2001
• First Place, General Advertising Excellence
• First Place, Layout and Design Excellence
• Second Place, Best Campus Community Coverage — Sports
• Third Place, Best Campus Community Service — Features
• Third Place, General Excellence

Back by popular demand, 15 year old "Ellie Dear"!

Individual Awards Among Georgia Senior Colleges for 2001
• Tim Prizer, First Place, Best Review
• Tina Sewell Hook, First Place, Best Feature Story
• Matthew R. Palmer, Third Place, Best Feature Story
• Tim Prizer, Second Place, Best Columnist
• Chris Brennaman, Third Place, Best Columnist

Pop Show...LFO
Just off their Britney Spears tour

Live...Sat., March 23
"Summer Girls"
(Abercrombie & Finch)
"Life Is Good"
2 Shows - 6 & 9 p.m.

Tracy Byrd
Back by popular dernand
Awards from the Georgia

Uhe J erfect
Ualenfjine 's

Live ...Sat.
April 13

College Press Association
at the annual College Press Institute
Macon, Georgia. January 26, 2002
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SOUTHEASTERN TECHNICAL AUDITORIUM
HWY. 280 EAST • VIDALIA

The George-Anne
Celebrating Collegiate Journalistic Excellence
75 Years of News, Views and Attitudes
1927-2002
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TODAY'S QUOTJE

Covering

"Suppose you are an idiot.
Now suppose you are a
member of Congress... But I
repeat myself."

the

campus

like a

swarm

of gnats

CTASSIFTFDS

-Mark Twain
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Crossword
1
5
10
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
23
25
26
28
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
44
45
46
47
52
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
1
2
3
4

ACROSS
Sufficient space
Costs per unit
Dealer's model
Sicilian volcano
Wear away .
Islamic scholar
Morsel of food
Comic pianist
Victor
Opera set in
Egypt
Bat wood
Plant with downy
leaves
Make joyful
Thai's neighbor
Conjectures
Puritanical
Evil spel!
San _, CA
Fidel's amigo
Sacred bird of
Egypt
More virtuous
Bride's need
Young louse
Tennis champ
Monica
Product sticker
Newspapers
Bizarre person
Doggie doc
"Common
Sense" author
Southwestern
rattlesnakes
Astern
Persia, since
1935
Like some seals
Gumbo veggie
Actor's part
Actor McQueen
Letter opener?
Oklahoma city
Loom
Bond flick
DOWN
Singer McEntire
Cornelia
Skinner
Not in working
order
W.C.'s co-star in
"My Little
Chickadee"
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5 Presents an
opposing case
6 Got up
7 Wrongful act
8 Nervous
9 More suitable
10 Actors'lines
11 Zatopek or
Jannings
12 Manufactured
13 Sharif or Epps
21 Act bravely
22 "Othello" villain
24 Fewer
26 Cake topping
27 Region on the
Nile
28 Peels
29 AAA advice
30 Opening remark
31 Balked
32 Telephone
greeting
34 Army mascot
37 Most trivial
38 Carly Simon's
"You're So "
40 Brood

10 G-A Action Ads
FREEBIE INFO ALL FREE student and
faculty ads to be run in the George-Anne must
have a NAME, P.O. BOX and PHONE
NUMBER. Ads will be rejected if they do not
have this information. NO EXCEPTIONS.
STATEMENT OF OPERATIONS: The GeorgeAnne is the official student newspaper of Georgia
Southern University, owned and operated by
GSU students and utilizing the facilities provided
by GSU. The newspaper is the oldest continuously
d in Bulloch County and Statesboro, Ga. The
ideas expressed herein are those of the editor or
the individual authors and do not necessarily
represent the views of the Student Media
Committee, the administration, the faculty and
staff of Georgia Southern University, or the
University System of Georgia. The George-Anne
is published three times weekly during the
' academic year and five times during summers.
Any questions regarding content should be
directed to the editor at by phone at 912/6815246 or fax at 912/486-7113. Readers may also
send electronic messages to the newspaper
staff by visiting our web site at http://
www.stp.gasou.edu.
OFFICES, MAIL, PHONES: Room 2023, F. I.
Williams Center. The George-Anne, P.O. Box
8001, Georgia Southern University, Statesboro,
Ga. 30460. 912/681-5246 (News) or 912/618-5418 (Advertising) or 912/486-7113 (Fax)
ADVERTISING INFORMATION
The George-Anne reserves the right to refuse
any advertisement.
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Hilo garlands
Tied (the score)
Guard at a gate
Vex
Paddock papa
Press
Surrealist painter
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50 W. alliance
51 Pearson or
Barrymore
53 Lebowitz or
Drescher
54 Poi source
57 Peculiar

DISPLAY AD DEADLINE: The deadline for
reserving space and submitting advertising copy
is Noon, one week priortotheintendedpublication
date.
For more information, rate cards, sample
publications, contact: David Brennaman,
Advertising Director, ADS, (912) 681-5418; or
Bill Neville, Student Media Coordinator, (912)
681-0069.
PROOFING/ERRORS/OMISSIONS: The
newspaper makes every reasonable effort to
present correct and complete information in
advertisements. However, the advertiser is
responsible for proofing the ad upon publication
and should notify the newspaper immediately in
the event of an error. The newspaper is not
responsible for any errors in advertisements and
its liability for adjustments is limited to theamount
of space the error occupied in the ad. Further, the
newspaper is not responsible for any damages
caused due to an ad's omission from a particular
edition and its responsibility solely is to reschedule
the ad in the next regular edition at the regular
advertising rates.
CLASSIFIED ADS: Free classified ads from
students, faculty and staff must be noncommercial in nature and submitted in writing,
with the name of the sender, local address, and
phone number. No free ads taken via telephone
- at this price we don't take dictation. One free
ad per person per week. Commercial classified
are 20 cents per word with a $4 minimum per
insertion. Tearsheets are $2 extra per insertion.
CIRCULATION INFORMATION:
Mail

Compose your ad - write down what you want to say concisely and
clearly. Please include telephone numbers or addresses as warranted.
Count the words and multiply by 20c per word. Please note: There is a
$4 minimum per ad. And if your want a copy of you ad as it appears in
the paper mailed to you, please include $1 per ad for mailing and handling.

3.
4.
5.

Pick a category header under which your ad will appear.
Pay for your ad (checks or money orders, only, please)
Send it to us. By mail: G-A Action Ads, POB 8001, Georgia Southern
University, Statesboro, GA 30460; or in person: visit Room 2023 or
2022 Williams Center (top floor) during normal business hours (9am to
4 pm daily)

Commercial and Non-Student Display Advertising
Call 681 -5418 for assistance. The display classified rate are $7 per column inch.
ADS representatives will be happy to help you.

Student, Faculty and Staff Action Ads
Current students, faculty and staff members may place a free classified ad in the
newspaper at no charge. To qualify, advertisers messages must be 25 words or
less in length, non-commercial in nature, and the advertiser MUST provide their
name, Landrum Box and telephone numbers for our records. (Or use the "Rip Us
Off" free classified coupon which appears periodically in the newspaper). Free
classified may be mailed to G-A Action Ads, POB 8001, or brought by Room 2023
Williams Center on campus. Please no phone calls for free ads... at this price we
don't take dictation.

COMMERCIAL ADVERTISING ORDER FORM
Name
Address _
City, State, ZIP
Telphone Number
21"Services
22-Sports & Stuff
23'Stereo & Sound
24»Swap & Trade
25»Television & Radio
26-Vans & Trucks
27»Wanted
28'Weekends & Travel
29'Etcetera

Ad Message

Use Additional Paper if Necessary
Amount <
Enclosed'

GCOPP06/^|SlO,H0VJLotv&A^
Mnvl^iT' /lYoUGOAWAGARGLE

(You PANISY, THERE
NoTHJN'ToTHiSJ

20 Announcements
NEED AN Attorney? Prepaid legal services.
$25/month. Unlimited calling and consultation.
Motor vehicle services. Moving traffic violation
representation. 2.4 hours per occurrence:
suspended license and personal/property
damage Collection $2,000 or less. Call 912-8652059 or 852-5328.
WALK ON FOOTBALL TRYOUTS will be held
on Feb. 11 at 3 p.m. in the Iron Works building.
Full-time students only. Any questions contact
the football office at 681-5522.
CALLIGRAPHERS WANTED Will pay S75.00.
Saturday, March 23 9:30am - 1:30pm. Call
Kandice Foreign Language Dept. 681-5281
before noon.
CURRENT MEMBERS of PHI ETA SIGMA
(Freshman Honor Society). Scholarship
applications are now available for next fall. If you
would like to apply for an undergraduate ($1,000
or $2,000) or graduate ($4,000) scholarship,
please contact Dr. John Murray at 681-5447 or
email Jmurray@gasou.edu. Deadline for
submitting completed application is February 15.
TO MY BabyDaddy: Baby, this "Love Jones" will
get us through these hard times apart. I miss
you! TQM UR BabyMama.
MO VING MUST SELL - Kenmore side-by-side
white fridge w/ice & water in door. Like new $800;
Kenmore washer & dryer, good condition, $100/
pair; microwave, $25; 681-5281, until noon only,
or 489-5125

40 Autos for Sale
HONDA ACCORD LX1992, Viper Alarm, Keyless
entry, CD player, Maroon exterior, 155K,
automatic, power everything, perfect interior
$6000 486-3055.

150 Lost & Found

220 Rentals & Real Estate

LOST MALE Brown Boxer, floppy ears, short
tail, around 50 lbs., 1 year old, lost near Pulaski
Hwy. Reward. 764-8818.

160 Miscellaneous for Sale

TWO BEDROOM / two bath in Park Place and
two bedroom/one bath in Stadium Walk. Your
choice for $400/month. Fully equipped kitchen.
Washer and dryers available at no extra cost.
Call perimeter Properties at 871-4646 for more
information.

ORBITRECK ELLIPTICAL Exerciser $150 Torso
Track $50 Both brand new -1 am ashamed to say.
Day 486-7051 Eve 764-7727.

ONE BEDROOM / One Bath with Living Room
and fully equipped kitched. Central heat and Air.
$315/month. Great location. Call Perimeter
Properties at 871 -4646 for more information.

230 Roommates

AQUARIUM - 50 gallon aquarium with hood light
and cabinet style stand with shelves. This is a
very nice set-up. Pentagon shaped. Call Jeff
681-2139 $125.

NEED FEMALE to sublease apt. in Woodland
apts. ASAP. Rent 365/month plus 1/2 utilities. If
interested please call 681-8598 leave a message.

195 Personal Electronics

SEND IT TO: G-A Action Ads, POB 8001, Georgia Southern University, Statesboro, GA 30460; or in person: visit
Room 2023 or 2022 Williams Center (top floor)

ROOMMATE NEEDED to share house $300 a
month utilities included! Call Angie at 488-2495.

m

SEGA DREAMCAST for sale. Includes 2
controllers, 2 memory cards. Games: NCAA
2002, NFL 2001. Also includes shooting game
gun. If interested, call 681-6810

<*&?

GSU
Upward Bound

18 SPEED Mountain Bike for sale for $65 brand
new. Call Brian at 871-3632

CAMP WANNAKLOT needs volunteers age 18
qr older to be camp counselors for a week in
June. We are a camp for children with bleeding
disorders. For more information call Cheairs at
Homophilia of Georgia 770-518-8272 or 1-800866-4366 (www.hog.org)

• Four Tutor/Counselors
(two males/two females)

FUN & STUFF Visit our Web site
for list of places to visit and things to do that are
both educational and fun. On-line at http://

www.stp.gasou.edu/funstuff/

ATTENTION
CLASS
STUDENTS

** How to Market Yourself

For a summer
program from June
2nd until July 13th.

** Networking
** Job Searching in a Soft Economy

Requirements...

%&prme^totiA/e^ from/:

• Resident Advisors
Bachelor's Degree,
Residence Experience
Pay: $1,900

COMPUTER ACER 686 with color printer,
Microsoft Office, color SUGAmonitor56K Modem
$150. Call Jeff at 681-2139.

90 Education

** Lucas Theatre
** Savannah Morning News

• Tutors: 2.5 GPA, must be
Sophomore by May 2002,
Pay: 1,700

NEED A Private math/CSC tutor. Email me at:
needatutor@yahoo.com. Leave name and
number and I will give you a call.

Apply in Williams Center 1026
or call 681-5458 by March 1st

FUN & STUFF Visit our Web site for list of things
to do that are educational and fun. On-line at
http://www.stp.gasou.edu/furistuff/

Hottest Destinations/Parties!
Lowest Prices Guaranteed!
Best Airlines/Hotels!
Free Drinks/Food!
2 Free Trips on 15 Sales.
Earn Cash! Group Discounts!
Book online www.sunsplashtours.com

DETACHABLE PIONEER CD player, excellent
condition for sale $75. Call 871-3632 ask for
Brian

• Two Resident Advisors
(one male/one female)

COMPUTER FOR sale! Pentium III 933 mhz.
16x DVD, 32x CD, 25C Zip and more! Willing to
negotiate. Call 912-764-5747.

FRATERNITIES^SORORITIES-CLUBSSTUDENT GROUS
Earn $1,000-$2000 this semester with the
easy Campusfundraiser.com three hour
fundraising event. Does not involve credit card
applications. Fundraising dates are filling
quickly, so call today! Contact
Camfundraising.com at (888) 923-3238 or visit
www.campusfundraising.com

260 Stereo & Sounds

is seeking

IBM THINKPAD 760EL laptop Windows 98,
Office 2000, Pentium 1332.1 GB. HD New battery
PS/2 serial CD-ROM Floppy 2 PCMCIA 12.1"
TFT LCD Targus Case $250 871-4065

SUMMER INTERNSHIPS — Earn $3000 to
7000++ gain valuable business experience
working for Georgia Southern Official Campus
Telephone Directory. Excellentadvertising, sales,
marketing opportunity. Great Resume Booster.
Call Paul, AroundCampus, Inc. 1-800-466-2221
ext 288. www.aroundcampus.com

ROOMMATES NEEDED. $250/month. 5 miles
form campus. Call Brent 489-2664

(College of Liberal
Arts and Social
Sciences)

80 Computers & Software

140 Help Wanted

ROOMMATE NEEDED Male or female. 3BR
house. $150/month + utilities. Contact Kentucky
541-6100 or Josh 541-0096.

290 Travel

CD BURNER forsale. 4x4x24 Software included
$50 OBO Call Josh at 688-2627 Please leave a
message.

52 Bicycles

A FREE SPRING BREAK!

Category of Ad (Circle One Only)
11'Help Wanted
01'Announcements
12'Lost & Found
02«Arts & Crafts
13»Miscellaneous for Sale
03»Autos for Sale
14'Motorcycles
04'Auto Parts, Repair
15'Musical
05'Business Opportunities
16»Personal
06-Child Care
17-Pets& Supplies
07»Education
18»Photography
08-Freebies
19«Rentals& Real Estate
09»Furniture & Appliances
20'Roommates
1OGarage Sales

BEiM6A SHADOW CANT"\
IRE THAT BAP.J

ATTENTION - The George-Anne screens all
advertisements prior to publication. The
newspaper strives to accept ads for legitimate
products and services only. Students are urged
to exercise caution when replying to ads —
particularly those which require a credit card
number, other personal information, or money in
advance of the delivery of a product or service.
Students are also urged to report to the newspaper
any suspicious offers which they might see in an
ad. Remember, if an offer seems too good to
be true, it probably is.

Commercial and Non-Student Advertising

2.

BV RANDY REGIER

<*> <?ofl<ffrV&M£R

65 Camps & Counselors

Placing a G-A Action Ad
is as Easy as...
1.

by Sprengelmeyer & Davis

CAPTAIN RlBMAN I» A Harry Situation

*■ STUDENTS BEWARE

Solutions

I

subscriptions are not availabel at this time.
However, readers may visit our web site for free
access to current and past issues. Visit
www.stp.gasou.edu. It is the goal of the
newspaper to have its edition placed on-line
within 24 hours of publication. Breaking news will
be placed on-line as warranted. The GeorgeAnne is distributed free of charge on the Georgia
Southern University campus through delivery
sites located in campus buildings, at off-campus
sites, and in residence halls.
NOTICE: Readers may pick up one free copy,
and a second for a roommate or acquaintance, at
distribution sites. Additional copies are 35 cents
each and are available at the Williams Center.
However, unauthorized removal of additional
copies from a distribution site constitutes theft
under Georgia law, a misdemeanor offense
punishable by a fine and/or jail time. Editors will
seek to have any person(s) who removes more
than the authorized number of copies from
distribution sites prosecuted to the full extent of
the law.
NOTE: We gratefully acknowledge the theft of
ourslogan-"Liked by Many, Cussed by Some,
Read by them All" - from Robert Williams of the
Blackshear Times. Call Bob and he can tell you
who he stole it from originally.

** Georgia Bureau of Investigation

For wj>rt lw.fbrvwftt.oit. call K-flren. TcMw&auk at bg±-51JT

j Rip Us Off.
\
I
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■
I
■

That's right - you heard right. Rip us off. Get something for nothing. Say hello to a
friend. Find a roommate. Get a job. Find a home for a litter of kittens. Buy a wombat.
Or sell your Beamer (right, like you expect us to believe that you - and not your folks
- actually have the title to that BMW). Regardless of your purpose (or even if you
are a congenital liar like the Beamer owner), Georgia's liveliest classified ad section
is for you. Students, faculty and staff can have their 20-word action ads published
for nothing (non-commercial Irstings only, please). Fill out the little rectangles below,
and send your ad to G-A Action Ads, POB 8001, GSU or drop them by our Offices in
the Williams Center, Room 2023. You MUST include your name and P.O. Box
number to qualify for a freebie. Remember, keep it short: students, faculty and
staff must pay 200 per words for those which exceed the 20-word limit. And, please
- no telephone calls... at this price we don't take dictation.

1-800-426-7710

Acapulco
Cancun
Jamaica
Bahamas
Florida
LAST MINUTE SPECIALS!!
SAVE UP TO SIOO PER PERSON!
Organize Your Group
and Travel FREE...
Call for Details!
•55*
STUDENT
TRAVEL
SERVICES

1-800-648-4849
www.ststravel.com

»LETE THIS PART TO ( n ALIFY FOR FREEBIE-

I Name
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Phone#
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FINANCIAL AID AWARENESS MONTH
Financial Aid is Changing...What's new for 2002?
♦ Do you want to know when your check will be available for Fall Semester?
♦Worried about how you will pay for your books?
Let's set the rumors straight. Join us for one of these Financial Aid
Sessions to find out more details.
February 6th
Minority Advisement Program
6:00 pm, Russell Union 2042
February 20th
Changes in Fall Disbursement
12-1:00 pm, Russell Union 2047
Connie Murphey, Director of Financial Aid
Debbie Powell, Director of Revenue Accounting
February 21st
Student Question/Answers
2-3:00 pm, Russell Union 2070
February 22nd
Faculty Question/Answers
2-3:00 pm, Russell Union 2070
*We will hold a trivia drawing February 28th, 4:00 pm (Anderson Hall). Be sure to come by the
Financial Aid Office and turn in the answers. You could be a winner! A prize will be given to
one student and on faculty/staff winner. Winners will be selected by random drawing; first
correct entry drawn wins the prize.

TRIVIA QUESTIONS
1. What does LEAP stand for?
2. What does EFC stand for?
3. What is the priority date for submitting the
2002-2003 FAFSA?
4. What is the federal school code for Georgia
Southern University?
Name:.
Phone:

_[ ] Student

[ ] Staff

WP1

1

more years to decide what I want to be young children.
"Things are converging all at once,"
when I grow up."
Some educators question how closely said Janice Austin, assistant dean for adthe rise in applications can be tied to the missions and financial aid at the University of Pennsylvania's law school. "There
economic downturn.
Tm a skeptic. I Hiink there are all sorts are probably a number of things going
oforherfactorsthatplayintoiC'saidRoger on."
After three flat years, applications to
Dennis, provost of Rutgers UniversityCamden, where the number of graduate- the law school spiked by nearly 40 percent
school applications has declined slightly in for (he 2002-03 school year.
recent years.
Deans are
excited about
Dennis ___^_____ ^mm
the rise in apsaid the trend
plications, no
was often
"WHEN THE SCHOOL GETS
drivenbyfacmatter the explanation.
tors that reMORE APPLICATIONS,
searchers do
"When
WE'RE HAPPIER BECAUSE
the school
not undergets more apstand.
WE HAVE A BROADER
Factors
plications,
such as "Ally
we'rehappier
CANDIDATE POOL FROM
because we
McBeal."
WHICH TO CHOOSE THE
have
a
Educabroader cantors are conBEST STUDENTS."
didate pool
vinced, at
least anecfromwhichto
choose the
- PATRICIA REA, ADMISSIONS
dotally, that
best
stucourtroom
COORDINATOR AT UNIVERSITY
dents," said
TV shows
OF PENNSYLVANIA 'S
Patricia Rea,
such
as
GRADUATE DIVISION OF
admissions
"Ally," hospital shows,
coordinator
at
ARTS AND SCIENCE
and political
P e n n ' s
Graduate Dishows play a
^^^^~~"^~^~ ^^^^^^^^~"~
sizable role in the popularity of career vision of Arts and Science.
Penn expects to see a slight increase in
fields.
Even the fluctuations in salaries of- applications to doctoral programs for its
fered to first-year associates at Manhattan class enteringnextfall. Rea saiditwouldbe
law firms can trigger a rush,on the four- hard to attribute the growth to the economy
alone.
hour LSAT, educators say.
Master' s-degreeprogramsmaybemore
Dorothy Lopez-Abdul-Salaam said a
combination of the poor economy and the directly affected, said JoanMcDonald dean
Sept. 11 attacks pushed her to apply to the for enrollment at Drexel University and
part-time law program at Rutgers- MCP Hahnemann University ofthe Health
Camden, even though she had been ac- Sciences. Applications to Drexel, which
cepted last year to a New York law school. alsooverseesMCP/Hahnemann, haverisen
Concerned about not earning a living by 28 percent for next fall's class.
' 'If somebody has a bachelor's degree
while in school, Lopez-Abdul-Salaam,
26, did not want to give up her regional in the humanities or science and is then the
sales job at IBM. "When the World Trade victim of a layoff," McDonald said "they
Center attacks happened, it just felt like may say, 'This is as good a time as any to
New York is not meant for us right now,'' go back to school for a master's degree.'"
Unfortunately, educators say, the burshe said. "It put a lot of things in perspecgeoning
pool of applicants will not find a
tive. I realized I can't give up my job."
The motivation for her goal of a law commensurate increase in the number of
degree remains the same, she said: She seats in graduate programs. And the more
and her husband, Wali, always knew they applications schools receive, the harder it
needed to earn more to support their three will be to get in.

Seven Nations

Savannah Irish Festival • Savannah Civic Center
Friday February 15 * Festival opens at 5 PM. Tickets available at Civic Center Box Office 651-6556
"PipingHot"■ The Denver Post • "Celtic R-O-C-Kin the USA"-Creative Loafing
www.savannahirish.org

